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Abstract
Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems (C-ITS), to large degree, rely on the ability to
provide precise vehicle location and reliable two-way wireless connectivity. For example, by
remotely tracking a vehicle’s precise positions in real-time, a central server may provide
lane-based safety warning, traffic management and tolling. Lane-level precision is currently
achievable using expensive equipment such as survey-grade GNSS receivers and on-board
sensors.  However, the high hardware,  software and operational  cost prohibits its  use in
most domestic road vehicles.
On the other hand, C-ITS requires two-way wireless connectivity to maintain communication
within its distributed objects such as On-Board-Unit (OBU), Road-Side-Unit (RSU) and central
server.  The  requirements  for  such  communication  links  varies  depending  on  the  C-ITS
applications.  For instance,  road safety  related applications  require  low latency and high
reliability communication links, while GNSS correction services accept a much lower-level of
communication connectivity performance. Although the wireless connectivity in C-ITS may
be enhanced by the Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) in the near future, the
communication connectivity will still depend predominately on cellular networks.  As the
wireless cellular Internet is known to be vulnerable to various connectivity issues such as
service  outages,  cellular  signal  blockages  and  limited  data  bandwidth,  the  two-way
communication in wireless cellular Internet may experience high latency and even loss of
data  communication.  This  research  proposes  the  use  of  Message  Queue  Telemetry
Transport (MQTT), a machine-to-machine (M2M) based protocol, for establishing a reliable
and  low-latency  two-way  communication  protocol  in  wireless  connectivity  for  C-ITS
applications.
This  research aimed to study the performance of  low-cost  GNSS equipment for  precise
vehicle positioning and explore the use of MQTT for improving device connectivity under a
constrained and challenging wireless cellular network. To facilitate the research studies, a
vehicle monitoring platform was implemented which consisted of a vehicle tracking device
equipped with a  low-cost  Ublox single frequency GNSS receiver  and Central  Monitoring
Server (CMS). In addition to the real-time position tracking, a Location Based Service (LBS)
application, Surround Traffic Information System (STIS), was developed on the monitoring
platform  to  specifically  evaluate  MQTT’s  Quality  of  Service  (QoS)  and  publish-subscribe
features  for  an  efficient,  reliable  and  responsive  two-way  communication  in  wireless
connectivity.  
From a series of kinematic field tests, the low-cost GNSS equipment on-board of a vehicle
had achieved 70 % of the high precision solutions with a combination of lane level  and
where-in-lane-level  (decimetre) of  accuracy relative to the solutions acquired by survey-
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grade  equipment.  However,  the  system  still  faces  difficulties  in  severe  multipath  and
challenging environments, such as tree canopies, overhead bridges, signal blockage, etc. 
Field tests of wireless connectivity performance have shown that MQTT had significantly
outperformed the TCP socket and HTTP based communications in achieving lower average
latency for  tracking vehicle's  positions from the central  monitoring server.  Although the
User Datagram Protocol  (UDP) socket based communication had outperformed all  other
communication protocols including MQTT in the average latency, network data analyses had
showed that UDP had suffered data duplication and latencies were heavily affected when
there  were  significant  changes  in  the  connectivity  such  as  drops  in  the  cellular  signal
strength.  Furthermore, MQTT with its QoS levels feature has been proven to be able to
establish  a  reliable  connectivity  by  recovering  any  lost  message  due  to  a  disruption  in
wireless cellular connection.  Finally,  a road experiment with STIS application had proved
that MQTT could provide a low-latency and responsive two-way communication between
distributed devices. Moving forward, the usage of MQTT protocol can be further extended
in the underlying implementation  of  NTRIP  casters  to  improve latency  and ensure data
reliability in receiving GNSS data corrections via wireless connectivity.    
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1. Introduction
1.1 Research Background
Intelligent  Transportation  System  (ITS)  promotes  safety  measures  where  real-time
information on roads and travelling vehicles are shared within a wireless communication
network. The real-time information sharing between vehicles and infrastructure via wireless
connectivity  is  also known as  Cooperative  Intelligent  Transportation  System (C-ITS).  The
inter-vehicular and infrastructure communications include vehicle to vehicle (V2V), vehicle
to infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle to both vehicle and infrastructure (V2X) communications.
The authors of [3] mention that the concept of cooperative driving was proposed to enable
some drive-less vehicles to coexist on roads in cooperation with each other, since it can
guide vehicles performing safe and efficient  lane changing/merging,  i.e.  in PATH project
USA, Chauffeur Project in EU, and Demo 2000 Cooperative Driving System in Japan. In [2],
Han-Shue Tan and Jihau presented an engineering feasibility study on a developed collision
warning  system  (CWS)  where  the  system  predicts  future  trajectories  conflict  based  on
communicated information from surrounding vehicles. 
One of the fundamental requirements in C-ITS or cooperative driving is real-time locations
sharing or vehicle localisation within a vehicular communication network. Scott et al state
that real-time vehicle localisation is one of the important keys in enabling technologies for
the concepts of vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure, a classification of intelligent
transport systems [5]. By monitoring or tracking vehicles in real-time, ITS can perform high-
order operations such as situational analysis and adaptive reasoning to provide pro-active
warnings  to  the  vehicles  [32].  Hadi  and  Michele  presented  DTMon,  a  dynamic  traffic
monitoring system using vehicular networks to obtain an accurate picture of traffic on any
road section at any time [29]. The DTMon system analyses the traffic conditions by remote
tracking vehicles which are mounted with an on-board-unit (OBU) [29]. In general, real-time
position tracking in a distributed network requires two important components: positioning
system and wireless connectivity.    
C-ITS  applications require  vehicle  positioning accuracy to one to three levels:  road-level
(metre)  lane-level  (sub-metre)  and  where-in-lane-level  (decimetre)  [1].  For  example,
cooperative collision warning system requires the capability to at least be able to distinguish
between lanes. Since most lane widths are within 3 - 4 m, the vehicle position should be
measured with an error of within 1 m [2].  The authors of [2] mention that the sub-meter
accuracy can be achieved with differential corrections (SBAS/DGPS). Furthermore, previous
research  [5]  has  shown  that  dual-frequency  GNSS  hardware  with  network  Real-Time
Kinematic  (RTK)  can  deliver  vehicle  positioning  accuracy  of  5  cm  or  better  with  45
percentage  of  availability  in  real-world  tests,  depending  on  the  environment.  However,
currently  the  dual-frequency  GNSS  hardware  and  DGPS  corrections  are  very  expensive,
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costing several  thousands of  dollars,  and thus are not feasible for mass-market roll-out.
Instead, most of the current road vehicles are equipped with standalone low-cost single-
frequency GPS receivers to provide road-level positioning accuracy (5 to 10 m errors) for
road navigation applications. 
Besides positioning systems, another fundamental  enabler in C-ITS is a reliable and low-
latency two-way wireless communication. It is needed to fulfil communication requirements
within its distributed networking objects such as on-board-unit (OBU), road-side-unit (RSU)
and central server. The authors of [29] specify that the dynamic traffic monitoring system
(DTMon) utilises two major components; network of communication between vehicles and
roadside unit (RSU) via the Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) and positioning
system using GPS units mounted to the vehicles. However, DSRC is limited to short-range
communication and small data packets, and requires expensive hardware and infrastructure
such as access point (AP), radio receiver and antenna. Another increasingly popular wireless
communication system is the cellular Internet connection utilising 3G/4G mobile networks.
This is getting tractions by industry including ITS due to its wide area of service coverage,
reliable and accessible services, and cost effectiveness compare to other means of wireless
communications such as satellite systems and proprietary radio transmission systems. 
The  wireless  cellular  Internet  connectivity  may  benefit  C-ITS  especially  for  the  case  of
delivering GNSS correctional messages and critical messages such as early warning of road
accidents occurrences to vehicle users. However, wireless cellular Internet is vulnerable to
various network connectivity issues such as service outages and inconsistent cellular signal
strength. These connectivity issues may result in two-way communication latency and loss
of information, hence affecting the flow of GNSS data and information for time-critical C-ITS
applications  such  as  accidents  warning  system,  traffic  management  systems  and  toll
systems. 
Wireless  connectivity  is  also  heavily  impacted  by  the  communication  protocols  used  in
different applications or services. A communication protocol is a software implementation
layer which its primary objective is to provide common rules and standard protocols for
data  communications  or  exchanges  within  distributed  network  devices.  Therefore,  it  is
imperative that distributed applications or services to adopt the software communication
protocols that can suit their requirements on connectivity performances such as latency,
reliability, security and mobility especially in wireless connectivity scenarios. For example, a
video  streaming  application  would  prefer  User  Datagram  Protocol  (UDP)  based
communication protocol to maintain low-latency data transmission by omitting connection’s
check and handshaking dialogues.   Likewise,  a  C-ITS application such as  a  fleet tracking
system  may  require  a  protocol  that  supports  a  reliable  and  low-latency  two-way
communication to track positions of a vehicle at all time and exchanging critical messages
with vehicles.   
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This  research  is  exploring  and  investigating  the  use  of  a  machine-to-machine  (M2M)
protocol called Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) to improve latency and data
reliability in wireless Internet cellular connectivity for C-ITS. MQTT is a messaging protocol
designed  for  lightweight  M2M  communications  and  resource-constrained  wireless
connectivity.  Features  in  MQTT  such  as  an  asynchronous  communication  model,  low
memory footprint for low network bandwidth applications, support for network disruptions
with QOS features and low power consumption are key enablers for  a  reliable and low
-latency two-way communication using wireless cellular Internet connectivity.
1.2 Research Questions
This thesis addresses the following research questions.
Question 1: What are the achievable positioning accuracies on a high mobility vehicle using
low-cost GNSS equipment and precise positioning techniques (e.g. RTK)?
Question  2:  What  are  the  latencies  in  remote  tracking  vehicle  positions  using  MQTT
protocols on wireless cellular Internet connectivity?
Question 3: What are the success rates in remotely tracking positions during intermittent
disruptions in connectivity using MQTT with QoS levels and what are the latencies in two-
way communication between a vehicle and the central server using MQTT?
1.3 Research Objectives
The research objectives of this thesis include the following.
Objective 1: Study the Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) technique in achieving high positioning
precision using low-cost GNSS equipment and precise positioning on high-mobility vehicles.
Objective 2: Study the connectivity performances of MQTT in real-time position tracking in
distributed network environments via wireless cellular Internet connectivity.
Objective 3: Evaluate MQTT’s message-broker features to achieve data reliability and low-
latency  in  real-time  position  tracking  and  two-way  communication  via  wireless  cellular
Internet connectivity. 
1.4 Thesis Structure
The remainder of the thesis is divided into five chapters:
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Chapter 2 reviews the evolution of navigation systems from a radio-navigation system to the
satellite based navigation system also known as Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS).
This  chapter  reviews  current  technologies  and  concepts  of  GNSS  and  various  precise
positioning  techniques  which  are  derived  from  GNSS  technology.  There  are  also  brief
discussions  about  applications  utilising  GNSS  positioning  technology  such  as  real-time
vehicle navigation and tracking, terrestrial surveying, Geographical Information System (GIS)
and Intelligent Transportation System (ITS).
Chapter 3 reviews device connectivity in real-time position tracking via wireless internet
connectivity.  This chapter reviews previous and current technologies in wireless Internet
connectivity, device communication protocols, latencies and applications, which are highly
and directly related to real-time position tracking. 
Chapter 4 presents the prototype of a vehicle monitoring platform which was developed as
part of a research methodology to address the above research questions and achieve the
research objectives. This chapter reviews the software and hardware development of the
vehicle  monitoring  platform  and  tools  which  were  used  to  analyse  the  acquired
experimental data.
Chapter  5  presents  three  experiments  which  were  designed  to  address  the  research
questions. 
 In  Experiment  1,  the  vehicle’s  on-board  unit  (OBU)  was  designed  to  calculate
positioning solutions using navigational  data from different rover settings utilising
low-cost  and  high-grade  GNSS  receivers,  and  low-cost  and  high-grade  GNSS
antennas. The main objective of Experiment 1 is to measure achievable positioning
precision in real-time using low cost GNSS equipment on a high-mobility vehicle. 
 In Experiment 2, the vehicle’s OBU was designed to send real-time positions to the
central monitoring server via the wireless Internet connectivity.  The main objective
in  Experiment  2  is  to  study  the  impacts  of  different  Internet  communication
protocols towards device wireless connectivity performances between an On-Board
Unit  (OBU)  and  the central  monitoring  server  during  high  mobility  and different
traffic environments. Latency or time delay in updating OBU’s real-time positions to
the central monitoring server was measured to study the connectivity performances.
 Finally, in Experiment 3, both the vehicle’s OBU and central monitoring server were
designed  to  explore  the  features  of  quality  of  service  (QoS)  and  two-way
communication via wireless Internet connectivity. The first objective in Experiment 3
is to study the roles of QoS in data reliability when there is an interruption in the
wireless  connectivity  such  as  a  connection  drop.  A  machine-to-machine  (M2M)
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protocol called Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) was used to increase
data reliability within unreliable communication networks. The second objective in
Experiment  3  is  to  study  the  performance  of  bi-directional  or  two-way
communication  between  an  OBU  and  the  central  monitoring  server  via  wireless
Internet  connectivity  using  MQTT  protocol.  A  location  based  service  application
called Surround Traffic Information System (STIS)  was developed to measure and
analyse the performances of two-way communication connectivity using MQTT.
Chapter 6 summarises the conclusions of the research and suggests future work.
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Chapter 2 Review of Satellite Navigation Systems
This review section is divided into four sub-sections. The first section briefly talks about the
history of satellite navigation systems and its modernisation. The second section gives an
overview  of  the  Global  Navigation  Satellite  System  (GNSS)  technologies  including  the
different  constellation  systems,  GNSS  segments,  satellite  signals  and  measurement
methods,  and  error  sources.  The  third  section  describes  the  different  GNSS  positioning
techniques and services, and their achievable accuracies, advantages and limitations. The
final section describes the applications of GNSS positioning in current navigation systems,
real-time vehicle tracking and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), and highlights recent
research developments. 
2.1 Satellite Navigation Systems
Satellite navigation is a revolutionary technology in the history of radio-navigation systems
where radio waves for navigational purposes are transmitted from space crafts (satellites)
instead of ground stations allowing wider access of signals from the ground receivers. Most
textbooks on GNSS and GPS detail the historical background of satellite navigation systems.
Textbook [4] states that the first operational satellite navigation system was named Navy
Navigation  Satellite  System  but  latter  known  as  Transit.  Transit  was  used  by  the  U.S
submarine fleet to update a ship’s  position and reset the inertial  navigation system [4].
However, due to infrequent positioning updates, Transit is only suitable for ships at sea but
not  for  high-mobility  vehicles  such  as  aircraft  and  road  vehicles.  After  Transit,  the
modernisation  of  satellite  navigation  system  saw  major  improvements  in  the  satellite
constellations  and  orbits,  broadcasting  systems,  positioning  methods,  and  carrier  wave
signal designs and frequencies. The new satellite navigation technology is known collectively
as Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS).
2.2 GNSS Satellite Constellation Systems
     
In general,  GNSS is a generic term for a satellite based radio-navigation technology that
provides continuous geo-spatial positioning service for worldwide coverage consisting of a
satellite constellation, ground controllers and user receiving units. Table 2.1 provides brief
details  on  each  of  the  GNSS  constellations  that  are  presently  available  and  under
development.  
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System GPS GLONASS COMPASS Galileo IRNSS
Political 
entity
United 
States
Russian Federation China European Union India
Coding CDMA FDMA/CDMA CDMA CDMA CDMA
Orbital 
height
20,180 km 
(12,540 mi)
19,130 km 
(11,890 mi)
21,150 km 
(13,140 mi)
23,220 km 
(14,430 mi)
36,000 km 
(22,000 mi)
Period 11.97 
hours (11 
h 58 m)
11.26 hours (11 
h 16 m)
12.63 hours (12 
h 38 m)
14.08 hours (14 
h 5 m)
N/A
Evolution 
per siderea
l day
2 17-Aug 17-Oct 17-Oct N/A
Number of
satellites
At least 24 31, including 24 
operational, 1 in 
preparation, 2 on 
maintenance, 3 
reserve, 1 on 
tests[6]
5 geostationary 
orbit (GEO) 
satellites, 30 
medium Earth orbit
(MEO) satellites
4 test bed 
satellites in 
orbit, 22 
operational 
satellites 
budgeted
7 
geostationary 
orbit (GEO) 
satellites
Frequency 1.57542 G
Hz 
(L1 signal)
1.2276 GHz
(L2 signal)
Around 1.602 GHz 
(SP)Around 
1.246 GHz (SP)
1.561098 GHz (B1) 
1.589742 GHz (B1-
2)1.20714 GHz (B2)
1.26852 GHz (B3)
1.164–1.215 GH
z (E5a and 
E5b)1.260–
1.300 GHz, 
(E6)1.559–1.592 
GHz (E2-L1-E11)
N/A
Status Operationa
l
Operational, CDMA 
in preparation
15 satellites 
operational, 20 
additional satellites
planned
In preparation 1 satellite 
launched, 6 
additional 
satellites 
planned
Table 2.1: GNSS constellation systems 
(source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_navigation_satellite_system)
The GPS (Global Positioning System) was developed by the US Department of Defence to
provide accurate positioning, in real-time, to selected (military) users [6]. GPS is the first of a
new generation of navigation satellite systems to become operational. The main aspect of
any GNSS system is the satellite constellation which determines the coverage area and the
availability of satellites at any instance in time. GPS uses 24 satellites that are arranged in six
orbital  planes  inclined  at  55  degree  relative  to  the  equatorial  plane,  with  four  primary
satellites slots distributed unevenly in each orbit [6]. Radio-navigation signals are broadcast
from  the  24  satellite  constellation  and  provide  unprecedented  accuracy,  in  three
dimensions, to an unlimited number of users anywhere in the world [6]. With the baseline
constellation, almost all users with a clear view of the sky have a minimum of four satellites
in  view  [4].  The  success  of  GPS  has  inspired  development  of  similar  global  navigation
satellite  systems,  regional  navigation  satellite  systems  (RNSS),  and  space-based
augmentation systems (SBAS) [4]. While GPS was under development and later launched by
the  U.S,  the  Soviet  Union  had  also  developed  and  launched  a  similar  system  called
GLONASS. By the end of 1995 the GLONASS constellation of 24 satellites was completely
deployed (Russian Federation 2007), but its constellation dropped to several satellites by
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2001 due to a decrease in GLONASS budget (Zinoviev 2005) [7]. However, under the new
management, Russia, GLONASS has seen great improvements especially with new satellite
launches. The author of [7] mentions that Russia intends to keep progressing ahead with its
GNSS. The new GLONASS program (2012 - 2020) is under development (Oleynik 2011), and
is aimed at making GLONASS one of key elements of the international GNSS for worldwide
uses. 
Apart from GPS and GLONASS, there are other two GNSS that are currently being actively
developed: the European Union’s Galileo and the Chinese Beidou navigation system (BDS or
Compass). The European Community as stated in [8], has developed two complementary
satellite  navigation  systems.  The  first  is  the  European  Geostationary  Overlay  Service
(EGNOS),  consisting of an "augmentation" to GPS designed to allow a level  of European
navigation  independence  [8].  The  second,  called  Galileo,  is  a  completely  autonomous
satellite constellation able to provide positioning and time services [8]. Similar to Galileo,
the  development  of  Beidou is  also  separated  into  two phases.  Beidou-1  is  intended to
provide China with an SBAS with three geostationary satellites that were launched in 2000
(October and December for the first two) and 2003 (May for the third) [8]. Beidou-2, usually
called COMPASS, is the second phase: a forth worldwide GNSS constellation composed of
total  35  satellites,  5  of  which  geostationary,  the  remaining  30  being  medium  orbiting
satellites at an altitude comparable to GPS and Galileo, at about 20,000 km [8].
Indian and Japanese organisations  are  also developing their  regional  navigation  systems
(RNSS) which are known as Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) and Quasi-
Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) respectively.  With a five-satellite constellation (three GEO
satellites and two inclined geosynchronous orbits), the IRNSS transmits signals in L and S
bands and providing coverage over the Indian subcontinent. QZSS is being developed by
Japanese  government  in  collaboration  with  an  industry  consortium  to  transmit  ranging
signals  over  Japan  from  satellites  in  highly  elliptical  orbits,  and  to  transmit  differential
corrections for GPS and other GNSS satellites. QZSS had its first satellite launched in 2010,
nicknamed Michibiki. 
2.3 GNSS Segments
As shown in Figure 2.1, GNSS can be divided into 3 operational segments; space segment,  
control segment and user segment.
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Figure 2.1: GNSS Segments (Source: Novatel)
This study is mostly focusing on GPS, a widely used GNSS for navigation and positioning
solutions. The NAVSTAR GPS navigation and time-transfer system operates on two L-band
frequencies,  L1  (1575.42  MHz  or  19  cm  wavelength)  and  L2  (1227.6  MHz  or  24  cm
wavelength) and is comprised of the three major segments; the Space Segment, the Control
Segment and the User Segment [9]. In general, the Space Segment comprises the satellites
and the Control Segment manages the operations of the satellites. The User Segment covers
the activities and development of GPS applications either for military or civil purposes.
The Space Segment refers to the constellation of GNSS satellites or  space vehicles (SV).
These satellites orbit the earth at prescribed ground altitude, inclination angle and speed.
The main functionalities of the satellites are to receive and store data transmitted by the
Control Segment, maintain accurate time by means of several on-board atomic frequency
standard  clock,  and  transmit  information  and  signals  to  users  on  one  or  both  L-band
frequencies [10]. 
The Control Segment consists of facilities for satellite health monitoring, telemetry, tracking,
command  and  control,  ephemeris  computations  and  up-linking.  There  are  five  GPS
monitoring stations located at Hawaii, Colorado Springs, Ascension Island, Diego Garcia and
Kwajalein, and the Master Control Station (MCS) is located at the Schriever (formerly named
Falcon) Air Force Base near Colorado Springs, Colorado. The monitor stations keep track of
the location and status of the GPS satellites and send the tracking data to the MCS. The
tracking data are processed by the MCS to compute the satellite ephemerides and satellite
clock  corrections.  The  MCS  also  initiates  all  operations  of  the  Space  Segment,  such  as
satellite manoeuvring, signal encryption and satellite clock keeping. Three of the monitoring
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stations (Ascension Island, Diego Garcia and Kwajalein), together with two other antennas in
the continental U.S are upload stations allowing for the uplink of data to the satellites. 
A standard GNSS user unit works autonomously to calculate its absolute geospatial positions
by measuring received satellite signals in real-time. The typical NAVSTAR user set consists of
an  antenna,  receiver,  data  processor  with  software,  and  a  control/display  unit  [9].  The
receiver measures  pseudo-range,  and accumulated range difference or  carrier  phase,  or
both. As explained in [9], a GNSS user unit requires minimum of four satellites before start
to process  the satellite  signals.  The processor  converts  this  data  into  three-dimensional
position, velocity and time [9]. 
GNSS  receivers  can  be  categorised  by  their  type  in  different  ways  and  under  different
criteria.  For  instance,  receivers  can  be  stand-alone,  or  may benefit  from corrections  or
measurements provided by augmentation systems or by receivers in their vicinities (DGPS)
[15]. With the emergence of multiple satellite navigation systems (both regional and global),
multi-constellation receivers are increasingly becoming available. This has been encouraged
at system design levels, by working towards interoperability and compatibility [16]. From
the  receiver  perspective,  multi-constellation  brings  a  key  added  value  to  solution
availability, especially in urban environments [15]. In general, GNSS antennas do not need
any electrical power to operate, and are referred to as passive antennas. Typical scenarios
for  passive  antennas  are  mobile  devices,  where  power  consumption  is  a  critical  issue.
However, passive antennas must connect to the receiver’s front end with very low losses,
since there is no cross references GNSS antenna applications and characteristics.
 Geodetic Rover Handheld
Frequency Bands Single to multiband Single to multiband Singleband
Bandwidth Broadband Narrow to Broadband Narrowband
Radiation Pattern Controlled Controlled Not controlled
Multipath suppression High Medium None
Sensitivity High Medium to high Low
Interference Handling High rejection Good rejection Minimal rejection
Phase centre Very important Important Not important
Dimensions Large Portable Very small
Weight Heavy Portable Lightweight
Cost High Medium Low
Table 2.2: GNSS antenna applications and characteristics (source: www.navipedia.net)
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2.4 GPS Satellite Signals and Type of Measurements
The mathematical process of calculating GNSS based positioning is called trilateration. In
geometry, trilateration is the process of determining absolute or relative locations of points
by measurement of distances, using the geometry of circles, spheres or triangles. There are
two types of trilateration commonly used in GNSS positioning; 2D and 3D trilateration. In
mathematical  terms,  a  GPS receiver  estimates  its  three-dimensional  position  (longitude,
latitude and elevation)  and velocity,  using an advanced triangulation  method called 3D-
trilateration. This method requires a GPS receiver to calculate the ranging distance between
each of the satellite in view. 3D trilateration requires minimum of distances from 4 satellites
to calculate a position in 3D space. As shown in Figure 2.2, the ranging distance from each
satellite creates a radius of an imaginary sphere where the intersection of the spheres yields
the 3D position (longitude, latitude and elevation) in 3-dimensional space. The process of
calculating or ranging the distance between a rover and a satellite is done by measuring
radio frequency signal from the satellites.   
     
Figure 2.2: 3D Trilateration Method 
(source: http://gisgeography.com/trilateration-triangulation-gps)
Each legacy GPS satellite (i.e., Block II, IIA, and IIR) transmits continuously using two radio
frequencies in the L-band referred to as Link 1 (L1) and Link 2 (L2) [4]. The frequency for L1
is 1575.42 MHZ and frequency for L2 is 1227.60 MHZ. At these microwave frequencies, GPS
signal  has no difficulties penetrating the earth atmospheres,  but the signal  is  still  easily
blocked or reflected by solid objects or water surfaces. The GPS signal  consists of three
segments:  L-Band carrier  microwaves,  ranging  codes  and  navigational  message.  Ranging
codes  or  pseudo-random  noise  (PRN)  are  uniquely  generated  binary  codes  that  allow
precise  range  measurements,  and  mitigate  the  deleterious  effects  of  reflected  and
interfering signals received by a GPS antenna. The navigational message is a binary encoded
message consisting of data on the satellite health status, ephemerides (satellite position and
velocity), clock bias parameters, and an almanac giving reduced-precision ephemeris data
on all  satellites in the constellation [4].  The size of the navigation data is 1500 bits and
transmitted at 50 bit per second. It takes around 12.5 minutes for the entire message to be
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received.  Each  satellite  continuously  transmits  GPS  signals  which  then  received  by  GPS
receivers  at  locations  unknown  by  the  satellite  or  the  control  stations.  A  GPS  receiver
performs  various  internal  operations  using  the  received  GPS  signals  to  determine  its
absolute location. The basic sequential operations run by a GPS unit includes capturing the
transmitted RF signals, separating the signals, measuring the signal transit time, decoding
the navigation  message and finally  estimating the receiver’s  position,  velocity and time.
There  are  two  types  of  ranging  methods:  code  phase  measurement  and  carrier  phase
measurement.
A basic measurement made by a GPS receiver is the apparent transit time of the signal from
a satellite  to  the  receiver,  defined as  the  difference  between signal  reception  time,  as
determined by the receiver clock, and the transmission time at the satellite, as marked on
the signal [4]. The transit time is measured as the amount of time shift required to align the
C/A code replica generated in the receiver with the code modulated in the received GPS
signal  [4].  Since there are biases associated with the satellite,  receiver and atmospheric
propagation delays, the measured range is regarded as pseudo-range. 
High  accuracy  positioning  with  GNSS  requires  the  use  of  carrier  phase  measurements.
Carrier phase measurements as explained in [11], can be used directly as observations (e.g.
in  single  frequency  PPP)  or  through  the  derivation  of  observables  based  on  the  raw
measurements (e.g. the double differenced observables in conventional RTK). In both cases,
the determination of the correct corresponding integer number of carrier cycles (integer
ambiguity) is the key to high accuracy positioning [11]. This estimation of integer ambiguity
is  also  known  as  integer  ambiguity  resolution.  Like  the  code  phase  measurement,  the
measurement in carrier phase is also affected by the similar biases.
To allow the distance to be calculated accurately, extremely accurate timing must be used in
both  the  satellite  and  the  receiver.  This  timing  must  be  synchronised  down  to  the
nanosecond. One way of achieving this is  to use atomic clocks but as they cost tens of
thousands of dollars, they cannot be used in mass-market receivers. Their use would be fine
for one-off devices, such as the satellites themselves but for the GPS receivers an ordinary
quartz clock is used, which constantly resets. In basic terms, the receiver takes in signals
from four or more satellites and uses them to gauge its accuracy. The atomic clocks are so
accurate that they can always be assumed to have the same time. The receiver on the other
hand cannot be assumed to have that time and must therefore be able to synchronise with
the correct satellite  time,  the “current time”.  While the receiver's  time is  incorrect,  the
distance calculation in the trilateration will be out by an amount proportional to the time
error. The receiver can easily calculate the necessary adjustment that will cause the four
spheres to intersect at one point.  This allows it to reset its clock to be in sync with the
atomic clock in the satellite. This is constantly occurring if the receiver is on, which means
that it is nearly as accurate as the more expensive atomic clocks that are in the satellites.
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It is also important to know the positions of the satellites. All GPS receivers on the ground
have almanac programmed into their computers that can tell where every satellite should
be at any given moment. This is not too difficult to achieve as the satellites travel in very
high predictable orbits that are quite exact. However, these orbits are constantly monitored
by the Department of Defence to check each satellite exact altitude, speed and position
with any correction being transmitted to all GPS receivers as part of the satellite’s signal.
The errors that may cause this to happen are known as ephemeris errors and are caused by
the gravitational pulls from the moon and sun and by the pressure of solar radiation. 
2.5 Positioning Errors or Biases
To gain  higher  accuracy in  GPS positioning,  measurement errors  need to  be taken into
consideration  within  the  measurement  models.  The  measurement  errors  are  often
categorised as noise or bias. Noise is an error that persists for a short period, while bias
tends to persist over a period. Measuring and mitigating these errors greatly depends on
understanding  the  source  of  the  errors  and  they  can  be  divided into  three  categories:
satellite, propagation and receiver related errors. 
Errors appearing in the satellites positions are determined from the navigation messages
[12]. The author of [12] further explains that the effect on the receiver positioning depend
on the projection of  this  error along the line of  sight (LOS)  and vary with the receiver-
satellite geometries. The most important values in the broadcast navigation message are
the  satellite’s  clock  and  ephemeris.  Both  values  are  computed  by  the  by  the  Control
Segment base on the input from the GPS monitor stations. The Control Segment monitors
the growth in  parameter  errors  by  comparing  the broadcast  values  to the best  current
estimates available [4]. If the estimated range error for a satellite exceeds a threshold, a
‘contingency data upload’ is scheduled [4]. The ephemeris monitoring and data uploading
process are shown in Figure 2.3. 
Figure 2.3: Satellite ephemeris related errors (source: [39])
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The atmosphere is a refractive medium which affect the propagation of the signal. In [12],
the direction of  propagation  and the phase speed depend upon refraction index of  the
medium and  vary  greatly  following  the  atmospheric  layer.  The  atmosphere  is  generally
decomposed of  two layers,  known as  the ionosphere and the troposphere.  Propagation
errors within the ionosphere layer is called the ionospheric delay, where [12] mentions that
it  may  vary  between  day  and  night  depending  on  the  solar  activity  and  geomagnetic
disturbances. The author of [12] further explained that the tropospheric delay occurs in the
lower part of the atmosphere, where it is mostly composed of dry gases (N2 and O2) and
water vapour. Figure 2.4 shows the propagation of satellite signals through these various
atmospheric layers.         
Figure 2.4: GNSS Signal Propagation Errors (source: http://www.aboutcivil.org)
The surrounding environment of a GNSS receiver can potentially contribute errors towards
the signals propagation. The most common errors due to the surrounding environment is
called multipath. Multipath corresponds to the same signal arriving to the antenna from
different directions with a small delay, due to the direct signal being reflected from nearby
surfaces [12]. Figure 2.5 shows an example of multipath due to concrete structures which
are deflecting the LOS.     
Figure 2.5: Multipath related error 
(source:https://www.tuchemnitz.de/etit/proaut/forschung/mob/multipathMitigation.html.en)
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2.6 GNSS Positioning Techniques and Services
GPS positioning techniques are derived from three main components; signal measurement
methods (code or carrier phase measurement), error mitigation techniques and acquisition
types  (static  or  kinematic).  In  general,  users  have  flexibilities  in  choosing  the  type  of
positioning  solutions  depending  on  their  positioning  accuracy  requirement,  mobility,
coverage areas, and cost or budget for GNSS equipment and services.   
2.6.1 Single Point Positioning (SPP)
A standard  GPS  navigation  system is  the  single  frequency  and  standalone  GPS  receiver
which  implements  standard  point  positioning  (SPP)  algorithm.  SPP  estimates  the  user
locations  epoch  by  epoch  with  broadcast  GNSS  ephemerides  and  code  measurements
corrected by standard troposphere models [4]. Since SPP operates autonomously without
any augmentation with other satellite systems or terrestrial infrastructures, the cost for an
SPP  based  device  is  considerably  lower  compare  to  other  positioning  technologies.
However, SPP can only provide road-level accuracy, 5 - 10 m which is only adequate for a
road navigation system.
2.6.2 Differential GNSS (DGNSS), Local Area Differential GPS (LADGPS) and 
Wide Area Differential GPS (WADGPS)
Fortunately, there are solutions available for achieving higher precision. This can be done by
applying corrections for various biases which are generated from either a vicinal precisely
located reference station; or a regional or global network of reference stations to the rover
GNSS users in real-time. In GPS, this method is known as differential GPS (DGPS) where the
corrections  for  various  biases  and  errors  are  determined  through  multiple  differences
operation  between  two  observation  locations  where  one  being  a  known  location.  The
correction data is broadcast from a reference station to rovers via radio communication or
wireless internet connection as shown in Figure 2.6. There are several DGNSS positioning
techniques available depending on how the corrections are generated and transmitted to
users. 
Figure 2.6: Differential GPS Techniques (source: Novatel)
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DGPS techniques which utilise code phase measurement (pseudo ranges) includes local area
DGPS (LADGPS) which provides sub-meter to centimetre level accuracy if the rover is within
100  km  from  the  reference  station,  whereas  wide  area  DGPS  (WADGPS)  can  provide
accuracy of sub-meter level accuracy. 
2.6.3 Precise Point Positioning (PPP)
Another increasingly popular precise positioning is called Precise Point Positioning (PPP). In
contrast to the DGPS technique, PPP is not constrained by reference station's baseline. PPP
calculates  precise  positioning  for  a  single  a  point  from  a  single  receiver  where  the
measurement  model  considers  errors  calculation  such  as  satellite  related  errors,
atmospheric  conditions,  receiver  and  operational  environment.  To  calculate  real-time
precise positioning, PPP requires real-time access to precise GPS orbits and clock corrections
via satellite signal or internet connection. As shown in Figure 2.7, the GNSS user is getting
satellites’  ephemeris  and  clock  corrections  from  a  reference  station  via  an  Internet
connection. In recent years, the GPS Precise Point Positioning (PPP) technique using a single
GNSS receiver with precise orbits and clock correction data from the International  GNSS
service (IGS) has also become an attractive solution for achieving centimetre to decimetre
accurate positioning results [15]. 
Figure 2.7: Precise Point Positioning (Source: Novatel)
2.6.4 Real-Time Kinematic (RTK)
A  higher  precision  DGPS  positioning  technique  can  be  achieved  by  using  carrier  phase
measurement method.  Real-Time Kinematic  (RTK)  offers  real-time precise  positioning  of
sub-centimetre  to  millimetre  level  accuracy  by  utilising  carrier  phase  measurement and
transmitted corrections from base stations. Real-Time Kinematic GPS (GPS-RTK) developed
from GPS is a more secure and fast way, which has advantages of shorter observation time,
high positioning accuracy, unnecessary inter-visible and direct result of exact coordinate in
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the field [13]. Conceptually, the ranging distance is calculated by determining the number of
carrier  cycles between the satellite  and rover,  and then multiplying this  number by the
carrier wavelength. The calculated ranges still include errors from such sources as satellite
clock and ephemerides, and ionospheric and tropospheric delays. To eliminate these errors
and to take advantage of the precision of carrier-based measurements, RTK performance
requires  measurements  to  be  transmitted  from  the  base  station  to  the  rover  station.
However, unlike pseudo-random noise (PRN), the carrier phase is not time stamped and
appears as just one large sine wave. Therefore, the challenge is to somehow synchronise
and count the carrier periods. The carrier periods can be measured very accurately but it is
difficult  to tell  how many of these carrier cycles are between the rover and satellite.  A
complicated process called  Ambiguity  Resolution  is  needed to determine the number of
whole cycles.  In traditional  RTK,  a  rover determines their  position using algorithms that
incorporate ambiguity resolution and transmitted differential corrections from an RTK base
station.  Despite  the high  positioning  accuracy,  a  single  based RTK  solution  requires  the
distance between the rover and reference station (baseline)  to be within 5 – 10 km to
minimise errors in the RTK measurements. RTK positioning system typically returns results in
three different modes. In order of increasing accuracy, these are: autonomous, RTK Float
and RTK fixed. Autonomous means the GNSS rover is not receiving corrections from the
base or  reference station,  due to problems at  the base station,  distance from the base
station,  or  land  topography.  The  positioning  precision  for  an  autonomous  solution  is
between 6 and 10 meter. RTK Float is similar to autonomous,  in that it is a stand-alone
mode. While the rover is receiving corrections from the base station in this mode, it either
cannot see enough satellites to make an accurate calculation,  or does not have enough
satellites in common with the base station for the correction term to be valid.  Nevertheless,
the positioning precision for RTK float is still decimetre level accuracy (which is between 0.2
and 0.5 meter). RTK Fixed means that the GNSS rover and base station can see at least five
satellites in common, and the rover is receiving correction from the base station.  A low
number  of  visible  satellites,  poor  satellite  constellation  geometry  and  a  poor  radio  link
between the base station and the rover may prevent  a  fixed solution.  Unlike RTK Float
solution, the RTK Fixed solution aims to solve the ambiguity problem and is not used until it
has done so. RTK Fixed can give positioning accuracies between 0.3 and 0.1 m.                   
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Figure 2.8: Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) (Source: Novatel)
2.6.5 Network RTK: i-MAX, VRS and MAX
The  RTK  networks  offer  numerous  advantages  with  respect  to  the  conventional  RTK
positioning  including:  better  coverage,  greater  reliability,  more  homogeneous  accuracy,
faster  times  to  fix  ambiguities,  higher  profitability  [36].  The  baseline  limitation  in  the
conventional  RTK can be improved by using several  reference stations which are widely
positioned to form a network. The geometry of a continuously operating reference stations
(CORS)  network  allows  two  adjacent  reference  stations  to  be  located  up  to  80-100
kilometres apart without degrading the accuracy, although in practice most system tend to
locate  them closer together  than this  [13].  Networks of  CORS decreases the number of
reference  stations  without  degrading  the  coverage  and  accuracy  as  mentioned  in  [13].
Depending  on  the  implementation,  positioning  data  from  the  permanent  stations  is
regularly  communicated  to  a  central  processing  station.  On  demand  from  RTK  user
terminals,  which  transmit  their  approximate  location  to  the  central  station,  the  central
station calculates and transmits correction information or corrected position to the RTK user
terminal.  Correction data may be transmitted over cellular  radio links, Internet or other
wireless medium. All network RTK methods have the advantage of reducing the distance
dependent  errors  and  therefore  allowing  large  baseline  lengths  between  the  reference
stations and the rover. However, each method achieves this in different ways.
The method of i-MAX and Virtual Reference Station (VRS) are similar. Both are classed as
individualised that require the rover to send an approximate position to the server. The
relationship between the server and the rover for i-MAX and VRS are shown in Figure 2.9
and  Figure  2.10,  respectively.  Both  methods  use  unpublished  algorithms  to  generate
Network RTK corrections and are therefore non-standard. Despite their similarities, i-MAX
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and  VRS  differ  in  several  ways.  The  major  point  of  difference  is  that  i-MAX  method
generates corrections for a real reference station instead of a virtual reference station. The
i-MAX corrections  are  related  back  to  a  master  station,  which means  that  the baseline
between the master station and the measured point can always be directly re-measured.
Hence, the measurements are traceable and repeatable. On the other hand, with VRS, the
rover does not receive any observations related to a real reference station, which means
that the baseline between the virtual reference station and the measured point cannot be
remeasured.  This  violates  the  fundamental  surveying  principles  of  traceability  and
repeatability. 
Figure 2.9: The relationship between the server and rover using i-MAX method
(Source: www.smartnetaus.com)
Figure 2.10: The relationship between the server and rover using VRS method
(Source: www.smartnetaus.com)
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In the Master-Auxiliary Concept (MAX), network RTK server sends full raw observations and
coordinates  information for  a  single  reference station,  the Master Station.  For  all  other
stations in the network, known as auxiliary stations, their ambiguity reduced observations
and coordinate differences are transmitted. MAX uses published algorithm to generate and
send Network RTK corrections and is therefore a standardized method. In addition, the data
is always traceable to real reference stations. MAX gives the rover the flexibility to perform
either  a  simple  interpolation  of  the  network  corrections  like  FKP,  or  a  more  rigorous
calculation. This means the rover can monitor the RTK solution and change its calculation
on-the-fly to optimize the RTK solution. This is a major advantage over FKP and any other
method.
Figure 2.11: The relationship between the server and rover using MAX method
(Source: www.smartnetaus.com)
2.7 Applications with GNSS Precise Positioning
GNSS based positioning technology has certainly revolutionised geospatial applications such
as real-time vehicle navigation and tracking, terrestrial surveying, Geographical Information
System  (GIS),  ITS  and  many  more.  The  positioning  precision  varies  through  these
applications depending on the criticality of the feature requirements. For example, RTK has
been widely used in many high precision applications such as automated precision farming
and machine controlled system. In [14], commercial RTK GPS auto-guidance systems have
generally been described as being capable of steering with precision errors of 25 mm or less
from pass to pass in crop rows where the RTK GPS auto-guidance system was used to form
the beds. In ITS,  cooperative driving had also shown that GNSS positioning technologies
demonstrated great potentials and significant improvements in positioning accuracy and
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service coverage. Stephenson, S., et al, in [16] state that real-time vehicle localisation is one
of  the  import  keys  in  enabling  technologies  for  the  concepts  of  vehicle-to-vehicle  and
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2V and V2I, collectively termed V2X), a classification of intelligent
transport systems (ITS). In achieving these concepts, they suggested in [16] that a precise,
reliable,  available  and  continuous  real-time  positioning  system  must  be  adopted  and
network real-time kinematic (RTK) GNSS has been mentioned as an existing technology that
can play that role effectively over other positioning methods.
2.7.1 Intelligent Transportation System - Cooperative Driving Concept
In principle, cooperative driving in ITS enables real-time information sharing between inter-
vehicular  and  infrastructure  via  wireless  communication.  The  inter-vehicular  and
infrastructure communications include V2V, V2I and V2X communications. The concept of
cooperative driving and vehicular communications has existed for quite some time now. In
[17],  the  electronic  toll  collection  (ETC)  systems  were  V2I-based  and  the  system
deployments  made over  20  years  ago  in  Norway  and the  United  States.  However,  this
decade will see numerous deployments of infrastructure and in-vehicle technology to evolve
beyond commercial applications and into safety and comfort domains [17]. With technology
advancements in mobile computing and satellite based positioning techniques, cooperative
systems able to utilise vehicle’s real-time position and velocity to formulate ITS solutions
such as crash prediction warning, real-time relative distance, lane changing assistant, traffic
intersection controller and many more. 
From Han-Shue Tan and Jihau [2], current typical collision warning systems (CWS) are often
based on information measured by the subject vehicle (SV) using sensors such as radar,
lidar,  acoustic  and vision sensors.  Another trend when developing CWS is based on the
cooperative  driving  concept  which  information  communicated  from  the  surrounding
vehicles  is  incorporated into the warning decision [2]. The U.S  National  Highway Traffic
Safety Administration estimates that V2X technology can avoid or minimize up to 80 percent
of collisions of unimpaired drivers, and that even a small number of deployed vehicles will
provide tangible safety benefits [16].  
     
2.7.2 Machine Guidance Applications
The major  applications  for  machine guidance systems can  be found in  the construction
industry  and  mining  industries  for  the  guidance  of  dozers,  motor  graders,  excavators,
scrapers as well as in agricultural applications for the guidance of tractors and harvesters
[13]. To guide the operators of these heavy vehicles, GNSS precise positioning technique
such as RTK is one of the key components in fulfilling the positioning requirements in the
machine guidance system. 
Recent advances in GPS receiver design, computer processing power, and real-time data
processing algorithms and the availability of rugged touch-screen computers have enabled a
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completely new approach to machine guidance – a GPS based system. Although each of
these  technologies  alone  is  useful,  combining  them  provides  the  potential  to  create
revolutionary systems that can impact entire industries [14].  The Dozer 2000 uses dual-
frequency RTK GPS to determine the position of the earthmoving equipment. To achieve the
highest accuracy, a GPS base station is established on site. The base station consists of a GPS
receiver and a radio transmitter that transmits differential GPS signals to any number of
rovers within 10-km range [14].     
In agricultural tasks, tractors usually need to follow a trajectory equidistant to a previous
pass.  Using  GPS  guidance  systems,  this  can  be  accomplished  through  an  autonomous
guidance system or through an assisted guidance system. 
Vertically guided airport approach solutions are desired because it is the most demanding
phase of flights. With dual frequency signals and an increasing number of GNSS satellites,
correction of faulty and misleading aircraft landing approach information can become more
rapid and precise [25]. 
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Chapter 3 Review of Wireless Connectivity via Internet 
Protocol (IP) Based Communication
This review section is  divided into four main sections.  The first  section briefly describes
various wireless communication technologies that provide Internet connectivity. The second
section gives an overview of the common communication protocols for Internet connection.
This  section  also  describes  machine  to  machine  (M2M) protocols  which  are  specifically
designed for remote and small-scale devices. The third section describes the different type
of latencies occurring in device connectivity with regards to the communication protocols
and data format. This final section describes the roles of wireless Internet connectivity in
several ITS and Location Based Service (LBS) applications. 
3.1 WiFi, Satellite Internet, Cellular Internet
Today is known as the age of Internet where accessing Internet is part  of our everyday
routine.  Domestic  tasks  such  as  paying  utility  bills,  buying  groceries,  booking  doctor
appointments and ordering takeaways have been commonly done via Internet based online
services for many years. Now, the digitally-enabled lifestyles have been further empowered
and revolutionised by advancements in wireless telecommunication technology and smart
devices  where  Internet  services  are  accessed  with  mobility.  In  other  words,  smart  and
mobile devices are remotely connected to the internet network via wireless connectivity to
send and receive real-time application data. These applications encompass various mobility
tasks such as road navigation and safety, health and fitness, news and entertainment, and
real-time monitoring systems. The inter-devices connectivity via the Internet connection is
also known as Internet of Things (IoT).              
Wi-Fi or WiFi is a technology that allows electronic devices to connect to a wireless LAN
(WLAN) network, mainly using the 2.4 gigahertz (12 cm) UHF and 5 gigahertz (6 cm) SHF ISM
radio bands. Devices which can use Wi-Fi technology include personal computers, video-
game consoles, smartphones, digital cameras, tablet computers, digital audio players and
modern printers. However, the textbook [30] mentions that Wi-Fi networks have a range
that is limited by the transmission power, antenna type, the location they are used in, and
the environment. As an example, a typical wireless router in an indoor point-to-multipoint
arrangement using 802.11n and a stock antenna might have a range of 32 m. Outdoor point-
to-point arrangements, through use of directional antennas, can be extended with many km
between stations [30]. 
Another developing wireless Internet technology that could solve the limited coverage area
is called Satellite Internet. Satellite Internet is the ability to transmit and receive data from a
relatively  small  satellite  dish  on  Earth  and communicate  with  an  orbiting  geostationary
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satellite 22,300 miles above Earth’s equator. The main advantages of the satellite Internet
are high bandwidth, very good availability (in practice, anywhere in the world), and natural
IP multicasting [31]. Although getting broadband Internet access by satellite is considered
expensive, independence from the local infrastructure results in the satellite being a good
solution  for  both  business  communication  (a  corporate  network  or  its  fragments)  and
remote area communications (rural communications and services to isolated communities)
[31].  
A less expensive wireless Internet technology compared to the satellite Internet, but with
wider coverage areas compared to WiFi is called cellular Internet. Cellular Internet is the
Internet  access  via  wireless  mobile  networks  or  cellular  networks.  The  textbook  [32]
mentions that the network is distributed over land areas called cells, each served by at least
one fixed-location transceiver, known as a cell or base station. This base station provides the
cell  with  the  network  coverage  which  can  be  used for  transmission  of  voice,  data  and
others. A cell might use a different set of frequencies from the neighbouring cells, to avoid
interference  and  provide  guaranteed  service  quality  within  each  cell  [32].  The
telecommunication  technology  of  mobile  network  has  gradually  advanced  in  several
iterations or also known as generations. 
The first-generation mobile systems were the analogue (or semi-analogue) systems, which
came in the early 1980s – they were also called NMT (Nordic  Mobile Telephone).  They
offered mainly speech and related services and were highly compatible with each other.
Thus,  their  main  limitations  were  the  limited  services  offered  and  incompatibility.  The
increasing  necessity  for  a  system  catering  for  mobile  communication  needs,  and
International  bodies  played  a  key  role  in  evolving  a  system  that  would  provide  better
services and be more transparent and compatible to networks globally. Unfortunately, these
second-generation network  standards  could not  fulfil  the goal  of  having just  one set of
standards for global networks. The standards in Europe differed from those in Japan and
those in America, and so on. In order to fulfil the globalisation goal, the third-generation
mobile  system  standards  were  introduced.  It  is  expected  that  these  third-generation
systems will  be predominantly oriented towards data traffic, compared with the second-
generation networks that were carrying predominantly voice traffic [33].
The first specification for second-generation system was called Global System for Mobile
Communication or GSM. Since the first network appeared at beginning of 1991, GSM has
gradually evolved to meet the requirements of data traffic and many more services than the
original networks [33]. Table 3.1 briefly summarises the technology advancements in the
second-generation system. 
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Networks Speed Features
GSM 9.6 kbps This network is capable of providing all the basic 
services such as speech and data services up to 9.6 
kbps. This GSM network also has an extension to the
fixed telephony networks. 
GSM and GPRS 
(General Packet 
Radio Services)
150 kbps This network enables wireless access to the Internet 
and the bit rate reaching to 150 kbps in optimum 
condition.
GSM and EDGE 
(Enhanced Data 
rates in GSM 
Environment)
384 kbps This network allows both voice and data traffic by 
increasing the data rate. This was done by using 
more sophisticated coding methods over the 
Internet and thus increasing the data rate up to 384 
kbps.
Table 3.1: Network advancements in second-generation network (source: [33])
In EDGE, high-volume movement of data was possible, but still the packet transfer on the
air-interface behaves like a circuit switch call. This part of this packet connection efficiency is
lost in the circuit switch environment. Moreover, the standards for developing the networks
were different for different parts of the world. Hence, it was decided to have a network that
provides  services  independent  of  the  technology  platform  and  whose  network  design
standards are same globally. Thus, 3G was born. In Europe it was called UMTS (Universal
Terrestrial  Mobile  System),  which  is  European  Telecommunications  Standards  Institute
(ETSI) driven. Wideband Code Divisional Multiplexing Access (WCDMA) is the air-interface
technology for the UMTS. The main components include BS (base station) or node B, RNC
(radio network controller) apart from WMSC (wideband CDMA mobile switching centre) and
SGSN (Serving GPRS Support Node) / GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support Node). This platform
offers many Internet based services, along with video phoning and imaging [33]. 
3.2 Internet Communication Protocols
Internet communication protocols are formal descriptions of digital message formats and
rules for data transmissions via the Internet network. Communications devices must agree
on many physical aspects of the data to be exchanged before successful transmission can
take place. There are many properties of a transmission that a protocol can define such as
packet size, transmission speed, error correction types, handshaking and synchronisation
techniques,  address  mapping,  acknowledgement  processes,  flow  control,  routing  and
address formatting. Common Internet communication protocols include Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP), Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and UDP. 
  
3.2.1 HTTP, TCP and UDP 
HTTP  is  a  web  application  protocol  which  is  mainly  designed  to  ease  communication
between a client and a web application hosted by a server. Although HTTP would be the
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simplest way for a client to communicate with the server, HTTP may introduce unnecessary
latency due to its interfacing process with the underlying and reliable transport protocol
called TCP. HTTP can also use unreliable transport protocol such as UDP. 
TCP offers reliable,  ordered,  and error-checked delivery of  a  stream of  data  between a
server  and  clients  [22].  Unlike  HTTP,  TCP  is  a  low-level  communication  protocol  which
provides raw socket connection between a server and a client.  Each of the TCP packets
consists  of a TCP header of  length 20 Bytes,  as well  as a TCP payload.  The TCP header
contains  information  necessary  to  guarantee  data  packet  can  be  transmitted  to  the
destination,  while  the  TCP  payload  contains  the  information  to  be  delivered  to  the
destination. TCP requires connection to be established via a three-way handshake before
sending and receiving streams of data. Furthermore, TCP has flow control capability which
manages  the  rate  of  streaming  data  and  it  also  ensures  arrival  of  all  sent  data  by  re-
transmitting lost packet. 
Another widely used low level communication protocol is UDP. Like TCP, UDP offers raw
socket connection between a server and a client. But unlike TCP, UDP does not require a
proper connection to be established before a packet can be sent from a server to a client.
Furthermore, UDP header doesn’t have a sequence number, acknowledgement number or
flags in comparison with TCP. Apart from a smaller 8 Bytes packet size compare to TCP’s 20
Bytes packet, UDP only uses the length to indicate the size of the entire datagram and the
checksum to verify the header data. UDP’s main concern is the speed of sending the packet
rather than securing the packet or retransmitting any lost packet. Information on the TCP
and UDP header structures is shown in Figure 3.1.                
Figure 3.1: TCP and UDP header
3.2.2 Machine to Machine (M2M): MQTT, CoAP, XMPP
M2M  refers  to  the  communication  technology  that  allows  two  devices  to  exchange
information  asynchronously  within  a  wired  or  wireless  communication  channel.  M2M
technology  is  a  whole  concept  that  involves  communication  among  machines,  allowing
process  automation  between  mobile  devices  and  machines  (mobile  to  machine),  and
between men and machines (Man to Machine) [29]. The authors of [26] further mention
that  these  machines  range  from  very  small  electronic  devices  (e.g.
communication/entertainment  personal  equipment)  to  measurement/control  equipment
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(e.g.  sensors  and  smart  meter  or  actuators);  and  from  smart  electronic  labels,  micro-
processors embedded in household appliances, cars or offices, to personal computers or
complex servers located at large data processing servers. 
The main motivation in pursuing a direct communication between electronic devices using a
common technology is  to provide smart and intelligent services which require access of
information  and  control  of  remote  devices.  As  mentioned  in  [29],  through  M2M
communication, it is possible to offer wide variety of services in the fields of telemetry and
tele-control  (e.g.  vehicle-to-vehicle  communication,  remote  monitoring  of  public  utility
consumption), tele-medicine and tele-assistance, security services and corporate/domestic
remote-control applications. The networking of multiple electronic devices such as smart
phones, tracking unit, sensors and actuators forms a connectivity which is commonly known
as IoT. 
Due  to  the  rapid  movement  of  data  between  devices  in  an  IoT  network,  M2M
communication requires a protocol that supports asynchronous calls which can minimise
computing resources. Message queues provide an asynchronous communication protocol,
meaning that  the sender and receiver of the message do not need to interact with the
message queue at the same time. Messages placed onto the queue are stored until  the
recipient retrieves them [26]. Message queues have implicit and explicit limits on the size of
data that may be transmitted in a single message and the number of messages that may
remain outstanding on the queue. Table 3.2 shows most commonly used message queue
protocols;  MQTT,  Constrained  Application  Protocol  (CoAP),  Extensible  Messaging  and
Presence Protocol (XMPP) and RESTful HTTP. 
Protocol CoAP XMPP RESTful HTTP MQTT
Transport UDP TCP TCP TCP
Messaging Request/Response Publish/Subscribe
Request/Response
Request/Response Publish/Subscribe
Request/Respons
e
2G, 3G, 4G 
Suitability 
(1000 
nodes)
Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent
LLN 
Suitability 
(1000 
nodes)
Excellent Fair Fair Fair
Computing
Resources
10 Ks RAM/Flash 10 Ks RAM/Flash 10 Ks RAM/Flash 10 Ks RAM/Flash
Success 
Stories
Utility Field Area 
Networks
Remote 
Management of 
Consumer White 
Goods
Smart Energy Profile 2 
(premise energy 
management/home 
service)
Extending 
enterprise 
messaging into 
IoT applications
Table 3.2: Comparison of different IoT protocols (Source: Cisco) 
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MQTT  is  a  messaging  protocol  designed  for  lightweight  M2M  communications.  It  was
originally developed by IBM and is now an open standard. MQTT has a client/server model
architecture, where every sensor is a client and connects to a server, known as a message
broker over TCP. Message transmission in MQTT utilizes two key methods known as Publish
and Subscribe. Every message is published to an address, known as Topic. MQTT clients may
subscribe  to  multiple  topics.  Every  client  subscribed  to  a  topic  receives  every  message
published to the topic.     
Figure 3.2 (a) shows an example of MQTT network where Client B and C are subscribing to a
topic called “temperature”. Later as shown in Figure 3.2 (b), when Client A publishes a value
of 27.5 for topic “temperature”, both Client B and C receives the published value.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: MQTT clients with publish and subscribe methodologies (Source: eclipse.org) 
The key features of MQTT are summarised below.
 Lightweight message queuing and transport protocol
 Asynchronous communication model with messages as events
 Low memory footprint for low network bandwidth applications
 Decoupling  of  data  producer  and  data  consumer  through  hierarchical  topics
(books/science/physics/gravity) and wild cards (example: /books/science/#)
 Simple  protocol,  aimed  at  low  complexity,  low  power  and  low  footprint
implementations
 Runs on connection oriented transport (TCP)
 Suitable for wireless network due to supports on network disruptions 
As shown in Figure 3.3, MQTT messages contain a mandatory fixed-length of 2 bytes header
and an optional message specific variable length header and message payload. 
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Figure 3.3: MQTT message format (source: http://www.rfwireless-world.com)
CoAP  is  a  document  transfer  protocol  which  is  specifically  designed  for  resources
constrained  devices.  Packets  in  CoAP  are  much  smaller  than  HTTP/TCP  flows  and  the
packets are simple to generate and can be parsed in place without consuming extra RAM in
constrained  devices.  CoAP  runs  over  UDP  instead  of  TCP  where  distributed  devices
communicate  through  connectionless  datagrams.  Similar  to  MQTT,  CoAP  follows
client/server model. Clients communicate with servers using GET, PUT, POST and DELETE
messages commands.  
XMPP is a communication protocol for message oriented middleware based on Extensible
Markup Language (XML) [34]. XMPP powers wide range of applications including instant
messaging, presence and collaboration. At its core, XMPP is a technology for streaming XML
over a network. The protocol, which emerged from Jabber open-source community in 1999,
was originally designed to provide an open, secure, decentralized alternative to consumer-
oriented instant messaging (IM) services like ICQ, AIM, and MSN [35].
3.3 MQTT’s QoS Levels and Bridge Protocol
Figure 3.4: MQTT’s Quality of Service (QoS)
(source: http://www.ossmentor.com/2015/04/internet-of-things-mqtt-quality-of.html)
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Figure 3.4 shows the different levels of QOS support in MQTT with regards to reliability in
data transmission. QoS 0 is when the message is delivered at most once (Fire and forget) or
it is not delivered at all. Its delivery across the network is not acknowledged. QoS 1 is when
the message is delivered at least once. If the sender does not receive an acknowledgement,
the message is sent again with the DUP flag set until an acknowledgement is received. As a
result, receiver can be sent the same message multiple times, and might process it multiple
times. QoS 2 is when the message is delivered exactly once. The message must be stored
locally at the sender and the receiver until it is processed. QoS 2 is the safest, but slowest
mode of transfer.
Like  any  other  communication  protocol,  MQTT  is  also  impacted  by  interruptions  in  the
connectivity. Although an MQTT broker can resend data if there is a lost in connection, the
data must reach the MQTT broker from the sender before the interruption happens.  To
overcome any data lost due to the unreliable connection to the public network, MQTT offers
a bridge communication protocol between MQTT brokers as shown in Figure 3.5. MQTT
bridge protocol was utilized in experiment 3 as part of the data reliability study.    
Figure 3.5: MQTT Bridge Protocol (source: http://mosquitto.org)
The MQTT bridge protocol is a way for one MQTT broker to connect to other MQTT brokers.
This  is  a  very  useful  feature  in  implementing  local  network  clusters  with  reliable
connectivity. Therefore, devices at the same local network can fully utilise QOS feature such
as recovering lost messages.
Even  though  MQTT  is  not  a  full-blown  message-oriented-middleware,  it  supports
persistence of messages. This feature becomes essential when dealing with clients running
in a constrained environment. Each time a client connects to the MQTT broker, it starts a
new session for subscribing or publishing to topics. If  the connection is lost, the process
starts all over again with the client establishing a new session. This process may interfere
with the performance of a system especially with clients that have low processing power
and  intermittent  connectivity.  This  is  where  the  persistence  feature  of  MQTT  broker
becomes helpful. When a client connects to the MQTT broker, it can set the ‘Clean Session’
flag to false, indicating that the broker should retain session information even after the
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client is disconnected. The broker then starts persisting the session for that client. Each
session contains details such as the topics subscribed or published by the client, QoS 1 and
QoS 2 messages that were sent while the client was offline, and QoS 2 messages that are yet
to be acknowledged by the client. With the clean session flag is set to false, the client starts
from where it left instead of starting with a blank slate. But, how does the broker know that
it is the same client? Each client that connects to the broker is expected to have a unique
identifier. When the client identification (ID) matches with an available persistent session,
the broker immediately reassigns that session with the client. So, it’s important to make
sure that every client participating in an MQTT network has a unique identifier.
3.4 Latencies in Device Connectivity
The term latency refers to a measurable time interval between a defined starting point and
a completion point. In communication, network latency has been defined as the time delay
between the sending of a packet until the entire packet is received by the receiver through a
medium of network communication. Packet transmission latency is the data transmission
time from when the packet enters into the network to the time it reaches the destination
[22]. 
3.4.1 Type of latencies 
The  steep  demand  in  wireless  connectivity  poses  challenges  to  providing  smooth  and
responsive user experience to the mobile users considering wireless communication suffers
high latency issues. Some of the possible causes of high latency in a mobile network are as
follows.
 Network traffic  congestion: Number  of  concurrent  mobile users connecting to a
central server will increase latency due to several possible factors such as limited
hardware  resources,  exhausted  data  bandwidth  consumption  and  network
topography design. 
      
 Limited wireless communication coverage: Wireless Wide Area Networks (WWAN)
covers from 100m to 35 km. This network encompasses GSM/CDMA/UMTS, which is
called 2G, and CDMA2000/WCDMA/TD-CDMA, which is so called 3G. Mobile devices
which are located further away from the coverage radius will most likely experience
high latency in communication.      
 Interrupted connection:  Intermittent  signal  in  wireless  communication  can cause
high latency between mobile devices and the central server due to the frequent re-
establishment process in device connectivity.
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 Network communication protocols: Mobile devices have several ways or methods in
communicating with the central servers via wireless communication. These methods
of communication are called communication protocols. It is imperative for systems
architects and developers to identify the nature of their solutions and understand
the behaviour of each protocol as different communication protocols are designed
for specific types of solutions. Choosing inappropriate communication protocols may
lead to unnecessary latency in device connectivity.        
3.5 Real-Time Applications
3.5.1 Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
Real-time vehicle tracking system is one of the fastest growing and emerging technologies
applied in various critical applications such as fleet management systems (FMS), road safety
and driver  assistance  systems,  and advance  vehicles  cooperative  systems.  These  critical
systems are also sometime referred as ITS. These systems are referred to as ‘intelligent’
because their capabilities allow them to perform higher order operations such as situational
analysis and adaptive reasoning [18]. Tracking a vehicle’s spatial location in real-time by a
central  server  with  high  processing  power  and  resource,  and  access  to  unlimited
information,  will  allow the server  to offer  countless  informative  services  to the tracked
vehicles.  For  an  example,  a  vehicle  tracking  server  which  has  access  to  the  traffic
information  can  efficiently  compute  and  analyse  alternative  routes  for  its  individual
subscribers  based on  the vehicles  real-time location,  current  traffic  congestion and any
reported  incident,  hence promote lower  energy  consumption  and better  living  lifestyle.
Real-time  traffic  information  is  essential  for  supporting  development  of  many  (ITS)
applications:  incident  detection,  vehicle  navigation,  traffic  signal  control  and  traffic
monitoring. The importance of real-time traffic is evident when Google began to integrate
real-time traffic information with its mapping service. The traffic data are aggregated from
several sources, e.g. road sensors, cars, taxi fleets and more recently mobile users [39]. Sha
Tao et al further suggest that an alternative solution to collect real-time traffic data is to
employ dedicated vehicles as floating traffic probes [39].    
3.5.2 Location Based Services (LBS) 
In general, LBS systems require communication for various purposes such as to transmit
devices locations to the central LBS server, to receive GNSS positioning corrections and to
distribute  information  to  subscribed mobile  users.  As  the  number  of  mobile  computing
users grows exponentially, LBS solutions have becoming more relevant and adding values to
the everyday life of mobile users. Despite their early failure [20], LBS are making a comeback
due  to  the  emergence  of  new  mobile  phones  with  increased  processing  power,  high-
resolution  colour  screens,  faster  data  connections,  high  performance  positioning
technologies, and a greater emphasis by the telecom operators on data services [20]. 
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In the context of providing services based on real-time vehicles tracking, LBS share the same
aspiration as ITS systems. The term LBS refers to an IT service which provides information
that  has  been  filtered,  selected,  compiled,  or  created,  taking  into  account  the  current
locations  of  the  device,  other  people,  or  mobile  objects  [21].  LBS  afford  a  means  of
positioning, tracing and tracking individuals and objects, for purposes such as emergency
management, employee monitoring, and consumer convenience [37]. The author of [37]
suggests that LBS incorporates real-time geographical positioning with cellular networking
to  provide  location  based  services  such  as  in-car  navigation  systems,  mobile  social
networking tools, mapping services, and GPS data logging devices. 
The key technologies that can enable this ITS vision are many of the same technologies that
underpin  LBS  in  general:  geo-positioning,  wireless  communications,  mobile  computing
platforms, and spatial databases [18]. Most of the current LBS applications utilise Internet
connection in their wireless communication between a server and mobile devices due to the
wide  area  coverage  of  service,  reliable  and  accessible  infrastructures,  and  more  cost-
effective compare to other means of wireless communications such as satellite systems and
radio wave transmission. Rao and Minakakis in their research on the evolution of mobile
location-based services [38] state that a key driver of LBS will be the degree of fit between
the system’s technical feasibility and the overall marketing strategy guiding usage. Several
technologies and platforms (including PDAs and mobile devices) need to be connected and
integrated with the wireless network infrastructure, ranging from different types of servers
to back-end database. LBS providers will need to focus on blending software, hardware, and
wireless connectivity into a plan for serving LBS content [38].   
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Chapter  4  Real-Time  Vehicle  Monitoring  Platform  and
Experiment Designs
The main drivers and motivations in this research study revolve around precise positioning
system's dependence on low-cost GNSS equipment and reliable wireless connectivity for
real-time vehicle monitoring and tracking.  These motivations  conform with the research
objectives: 1) Study RTK technique in achieving high positioning precision using low-cost
GNSS equipment and precise positioning on a high mobility vehicle; 2) Study the connectivity
performance  of  MQTT  in  real-time  position  tracking  within  distributed  network
environments via wireless cellular Internet connectivity; 3) Evaluate MQTT’s message-broker
features for providing data reliability and low-latency in real-time position tracking and two-
way communication via wireless cellular Internet connectivity.  
Three experiments were designed to address each of the research objectives:
Experiment  1:  Evaluate  Precise  Positioning  Solutions  Using  Low  Cost  GNSS
Equipment on a High Mobility Vehicle
Experiment 2: Evaluate Connectivity Performances of Real-Time Positions Tracking
via Wireless Cellular Internet Connectivity
Experiment 3: Evaluate Quality of Service (QOS) and Bidirectional Communication in
Real-Time Positions Tracking and Location Based Service (LBS).
The details of the research platform and experimental setups used in these experiments are
detailed in the following sections.
4.1 Real-Time Vehicle Monitoring Platform
A prototype of real-time vehicle monitoring platform was developed to facilitate several
experiments that were designed to achieve the research objectives. The vehicle monitoring
platform consists of two main components: a vehicle tracking unit, referred to as On-Board
Unit  (OBU),  and  a  vehicle  monitoring  server.  The  OBU  computes  real-time  positioning
solutions  and  send  real-time  positions  to  the  central  monitoring  server  via  Internet
communication  protocols  including  HTTP,  TCP,  UDP and  MQTT protocols.  The  real-time
positions of a vehicle can be tracked from the web page hosted by the monitoring server.
Figure  4.1  shows  an  overview  diagram  of  the  vehicle  monitoring  platform  used  in
Experiment  1  and  2,  where  real-time  positions  tracking  of  a  vehicle  is  a  one-way
communication between a vehicle and the monitoring server.
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Figure 4.1: Real-time vehicle monitoring for Experiment 1 and 2
Figure 4.2 shows an overview diagram of the vehicle monitoring platform where two-way
communication is established between a vehicle’s OBU and the central monitoring server
via  MQTT’s  publish-subscribe  protocols  and MQTT broker.  The  two-way  communication
between OBU and monitoring server is tested and analysed as part of Experiment 3.   
 
 
Figure 4.2: Real-time vehicle monitoring for Experiment 3
4.1.1 OBU: Vehicle Tracking Unit Platform 
The OBU is a generic vehicle tracking unit platform which consists of a mobile computing
board, GNSS equipment and embedded software. The main objective of having a generic
vehicle tracking unit platform is to customise the tracking unit with specific hardware and
software  requirements  in  each  experiment.  The  hardware  components  utilised  in  this
research’s experiments are specified in Table 4.1 below. 
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Component Details
Computing platform Beaglebone Black with 1GHz ARM@ Cortex–A8 processor,
512  MB  RAM,  IO  interfaces  (USB,  Ethernet)  and  32-bit
micro-controller
Connectivity WIFI dongle / 3G wireless hotspot
Low-Cost GNSS 
equipment
U-BLOX –NEQ-M8N receiver and U-BLOX GPS antenna
Survey-grade GNSS 
equipment
Dual-frequency  Novatel  receiver  and  multiple-frequency
Novatel choke ring antenna
Table 4.1: OBU’s hardware components 
The utilisation of low-cost and survey-grade GNSS equipment as shown in Table 4.1 is to
fulfil  the  positioning  requirements  for  Objective  1  which  is  to  study  RTK  technique  in
achieving high positioning precision using low-cost GNSS equipment and precise positioning
on a high mobility vehicle. Beside the GNSS equipment configurations, a single-baseline RTK
station was setup in Experiment 1 to send RTK corrections to OBU as part  of achieving
Objective 1. The RTK base station was setup within 10 km of radius within the field test area.
RTK corrections from the base station were broadcast  via Internet Protocol (IP)  utilising
Network Transport of RTCM via Internet Protocol (NTRIP) data format to all subject rovers.
Rovers  were  connected  to  the  Internet  network  via  wireless  cellular  network  (3G)
throughout the field testing session. 
Another  important  component  in  the  OBU  platform  is  the  embedded  software,  which
consists of two main software components: positioning and communication components.
The role of the positioning component is to compute and generate positioning solutions
from  GNSS  raw  observation  data  and  positioning  corrections.  The  purpose  of  the
communication component is to send and receive information via Internet communication
protocols. As shown in Table 4.2, the software development for each component involved
several open-source libraries and tools which were built for ARM architecture platform.
Component Software Library/Tool Functionality
Positioning RTKlib’s RTKRCV RTKLib provides standard positioning solution
and precise real-time positioning solutions 
such as DGPS, RTK and PPP. RTKlib also 
supports large database of GNSS receiver 
formats and I/O data communication 
protocols (for example serial port).
Communication Libcurl Command line tool to send HTTP request in
Unix environment 
Communication UNIX C/C++ Socket Library Socket communication programming for UDP
and TCP
Communication Eclipse Paho MQTT client application
Communication Eclipse Mosquitto MQTT Broker
Table 4.2: OBU’s software components
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Eclipse Mosquitto provides a lightweight server implementation of the MQTT protocol that
is  suitable  for  all  situations  from  full  power  machines  to  embedded  and  low  power
machines.  Typically,  the current  implementation  of  Mosquitto  has  an  executable  in  the
order of 120 kB that consumes around 3MB of RAM with 1000 clients connected. There
have been reports of successful tests with 100,000 connected clients at modest message
rates.  As well  as accepting connections from MQTT client applications,  Mosquitto has  a
bridge  which  allows  it  to  connect  to  other  MQTT  servers,  including  other  Mosquitto
instances. This allows networks of MQTT servers to be constructed, passing MQTT messages
from any  location  in  the  network  to  any  other,  depending  on  the  configuration  of  the
bridges.  The  MQTT  bridge  functionality  was  utilised  in  experiment  3  to  explore  data
reliability features in MQTT.  
The Eclipse Paho project is part of the Eclipse Foundation’s M2M mission to provide high
quality implementations of M2M libraries and tools. Under the Paho banner, open source
client libraries for MQTT are being curated and developed; there are already MQTT C and
Java libraries with LUA, Python,  C++ and JavaScript at various stages of development. In
experiment 2 and 3, MQTT client on OBU was developed using MQTT C library and MQTT
client on the Central Monitoring Server was developed using MQTT Java library. 
4.1.2 Vehicle Monitoring Server Platform: OpenGTS
The vehicle monitoring server platform was implemented using an open-source web-based
GPS tracking system for a fleet of vehicles called Open GPS Tracking System (OpenGTS). It is
designed to  operate  independently  of  any  specific  GPS  tracking  device  or  protocol,  but
comes with support for several device protocol formats. The OpenGTS tracking server was
deployed  on  a  cloud  machine  hosted  by  National  eResearch  Collaboration  Tools  and
Resources (NeCTAR) running Ubuntu with 1 virtual CPU, 40 GB of disk and 4GB of RAM. 
Figure 4.3: OpenGTS system architecture (Source: http://www.OpenGTS.org)
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Figure 4.3 shows that OpenGTS has two major software components; device communication
server  and application  servlet.  A  device  communication  server  (DCS)  is  a  module  which
listens for incoming data from the remote GPS tracking devices. An instance of DCS runs as a
separate process on top of Java. All application servlets such as the Track servlet (Web User-
Interface),  Events servlet and GPRMC servlet (HTTP-based device communication server),
run within a Servlet Container, such as Apache Tomcat. 
OpenGTS maintains a simple process flow on the web-server to track fleets of vehicles in
real-time. In general, OpenGTS server receives spatial location information in GPRMC (part
of National  Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) sentences) from a vehicle’s  on-board
tracking unit via Internet communication protocols and each GPRMC message is converted
into  spatial  location  before  being  saved in  the vehicles  positions  database.  HTTP based
communication is typically the easiest to implement as it only requires configuring message
that will  be embedded in the HTTP request message to the GPRMC servlet.  The servlet
name refers to one of the message type in NMEA 3.0 format. Here is an example of a HTTP
request message sent to the GPRMC servlet to update a vehicle’s location: 
“http://localhost:8080/gprmc/Data?
id=1&code=0xF020&gprmc=$GPRMC,132832.00,A,2743.2205301,S,15312.1515650,E,0.0
0,0.00,050814,0.0,E,D*2E”. 
The “gprmc” message represents the NMEA-0183 $GPRMC record which will be converted
to location on map.
OpenGTS ships  with  support  for  Open Source  Device  Monitoring  and Tracking  Protocol
(OpenDMTP,  http://www.opendmtp.org)  so  that  OpenDMTP  compliant  devices  will  be
ready  to  immediately  utilise  the  services  of  OpenGTS.  Furthermore,  the  device
communication server (DCS)  can be customised to support other devices which are not
OpenDMTP compliant. A customised Device Communication Server (DCS) will need to be
implemented that understands the protocol used to communicate with the remote device,
and insert received events into a SQL database.  The method used by remote devices to
transport events to the server varies greatly with the manufactures of the device. Some
transport data to a server via SMS messages, some use an Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP) email transport to send data to a server, some use an HTTP-based protocol which
encode  data  in  the  request  to  the  server,  and  many  use  forms  of  raw-socket  based
communication (via TCP/UDP) to connect to a listener on the server to transmit data. To
create  a  device  communication  server  that  can  parse  incoming data  from a  device,  an
intimate understanding of the specifics of the protocol used by the device manufacturer is
required. Experiment 2 and 3 utilised GPRMC servlet (HTTP based device communication
application) as well as the standard/universal DCS template which supports TCP and UDP
communication protocols. Both TCP and UDP ports are assigned with different port number
as they are required to listen to the incoming data concurrently.    
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4.1.3 Research Contributions #1: RTKLIB and OpenGTS interaction 
Figure 4.4: Real-time vehicle monitoring platform with extended supports
To support study of the above-mentioned research questions, several key components of
the  vehicle  monitoring  platform were  modified  and  extended to  support  the  described
experiments. One of the important requirements in each experiment is to configure OBU’s
connectivity with the OpenGTS monitoring server. As shown in Figure 4.4, there are several
protocols  that  are  supported  by  the  OpenGTS  server  including  UDP,  TCP  and  HTTP.  To
simplify the connectivity configurations in OBU, RTKlib has been extended with OpenGTS
configurations which can be configured by an RTKlib’s config file. Table 4.3 shows some
examples of the newly added configuration in the extended version of the RTKlib. Therefore,
a single instance of RTKlib-RTKRCV can send each positioning solution via NMEA’s GPRMC
sentence to the OpenGTS tracking server without involving complex data interfacing which
could potentially cause unnecessary latencies in the system. The OpenGTS options were
used in all experiments.
OGTS options Value Features
ogts-enable     1 # to enable OpenGTS location updates
ogts-deviceid  test02         # to identify the device in the OpenGTS server
ogts-acctid      sysadmin  # to identify the receiver
ogts-hostip      130.56.549.144 #OpenGTS’s IP address
ogts-portnum  8080 # listening port 
ogts-interval   5                 # Position updates frequency in seconds
Table 4.3: Example of additional OpenGTS options in the RTKlib’s configuration file
Another  important  requirement  specifically  for  experiment  2  and  3  in  measuring
connectivity performance, is  to calculate latency in real-time positions tracking between
OBU and monitoring server. Therefore, latency calculation method had been implemented
in the monitoring server as part of the real-time position update process. As shown in Figure
4.5 below, the OpenGTS or monitoring server calculates latency in each positioning update
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by a vehicle’s  OBU and saves the latency in  the database for  connectivity  performance
analyses.   
Figure 4.5: Latency Calculation Method
Figure  4.5  shows that  when a  vehicle’s  OBU sends a data  packet  to  update its  current
location via any of the communication protocol, it will include a time-stamp (Time-Stamp
#1)  which is taken prior of commencing the packet sending process.  Once the packet is
completely received by the server, a second time-stamp (Time-Stamp #2) is taken. Latency
for each position update is calculated by the difference between the second and the first
time-stamp. In other words, the measured latency or time lapse is a one-way trip time from
OBU to the monitoring server. 
4.1.4 Research Contributions #2: Interfacing with MQTT
Figure 4.6: Real-time vehicle monitoring platform with extended MQTT supports
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To further achieve the research objectives, MQTT has been used extensively in the vehicle
monitoring  platform  to  accommodate  Experiment  2  and  3.  As  previously  mentioned  in
literature review within Chapter 3, MQTT establishes a communication between distributed
devices  via  publish-subscribe  methods  and  a  message  broker.  The  publish-subscribe
methods  are  implemented via  MQTT client  applications.  There  are  two types  of  MQTT
clients; asynchronous and synchronous clients. The asynchronous MQTT client is used for
receiving  messages  from  the  MQTT  broker  via  subscribe  method  and  the  synchronous
MQTT client is used for sending messages to the MQTT broker via publish method. 
To fulfil the requirement for Experiment 2, RTKlib was extended with MQTT options for the
OpenGTS supports. Reciprocally, the OpenGTS server was extended with MQTT protocol as
the communication option for any incoming data/GPRMC message. As shown in Figure 4.6,
a  synchronous  MQTT client  (MQTT Sync  Client)  was  implemented as  part  of  RTKlib  for
sending  real-time  positions  to  the  monitoring  server  via  the  MQTT  broker  and  an
asynchronous MQTT client (MQTT Async Client) was implemented in the monitoring server
for receiving position data. 
To fulfil the requirements for the reliable connectivity experiment as part of Experiment 3,
RTKlib  was  further  extended  to  support  MQTT’s  QOS  levels,  and  MQTT  bridge  was
implemented between OBU’s MQTT broker and the server’s MQTT broker.  As shown in
Figure  4.7,  the  vehicle’s  OBU  contains  its  own  local  MQTT  broker  which  was  setup  as
intermediary between MQTT Client and the Central MQTT broker via MQTT Bridge Protocol.
Therefore,  all  published  messages  in  vehicle’s  OBU  are  not  affected  by  the  Internet
connection.
Figure 4.7: MQTT Bridge protocol implemented between OBU and Central MQTT Broker
For the connectivity performances of the two-way communication experiment (Experiment
3), there were two major contributions to the vehicle monitoring platform; implemented
MQTT’s two-way communication and developed a proof-of-concept Location Based Service
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(LBS) application. To enable two-communication between OBU and the monitoring server,
an MQTT asynchronous client application (MQTT Async Client) was developed on OBU for
receiving messages from the monitoring server and an MQTT synchronous clients (MQTT
Sync Client) was developed on the monitoring server to send messages to OBU. Figure 4.6
shows  the  MQTT’s  two-way  communication  implementation  on  the  vehicle  monitoring
platform. 
4.1.5 Research Contributions #3: Surround Traffic Information system (STIS)
The proof of concept LBS application, Real-Time Surround Traffic Information System (STIS)
was developed to analyse the MQTT’s two-way connectivity performance. STIS is an LBS-ITS
(Location  Based  Service  and  Intelligent  Transportation  System)  application  where  it
promotes road safety by localising traffic incidents information based on OBU’s real-time
positions updates. This system enables two-way communication between an OBU and the
central  monitoring  server  where  the  central  monitoring  server  sends  real-time  traffic
notifications when the OBU’s location is within a road incident’s proximity. 
Figure 4.8: Real-Time Surround Traffic Information System using MQTT protocols
Figure  4.8  above,  shows  that  the  real-time  traffic  notification  system  was  basically
developed on the OpenGTS software platform utilizing MQTT as the connectivity protocol.
Table 4.4 shows a list of possible road incidents supported by the system.   
Traffic Incidents
1. Road Works
2. Multi-Vehicle Crash
3. Single-Vehicle Crash
4. Signal Fault Hazard
5. Spill Hazard Both Directions
6. Debris Hazard All Directions
Table 4.4: List of road incidents
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Ideally, the real-time traffic feeds in the central monitoring server as shown in Figure 4.8 can
be automatically fetched from a dedicated traffic web service such as google traffic web-
service, Waze or MapQuest web-service. However, due to time constraint in this research
study, the real-time traffic feeds were manually populated to the central monitoring server
via  a  web user  interface.  Figure  4.9  shows the web user  interface where a new traffic
incident can be added to the central monitoring server. 
Figure 4.9: Web user interface in entering a new traffic event
Once a new traffic incident is added, all vehicles’ real-time positions will be able to detect
the traffic’s location via the Traffic Detection Logic. Figure 4.10 below shows all manually
added road accidents for Experiment 3.
Figure 4.10: List of added road incidents
Figure 4.11: Road incidents detected by the system at the current location (red circle) within
4000 metre of radius  
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Figure 4.11 shows an example of possible road incidents that can be captured by the system
at OBU’s current location.
4.2 Experiment Designs and Field Test Campaigns
There  were  3  experiments  designed  to  address  each  of  the  research  objective.  Each
experiment  may  modify  the  original  configurations  in  the  OBU  platform  or  monitoring
server platform or both platforms to accommodate the experiment designs.    
4.2.1 Experiment 1
The main objective of this experiment is to measure OBU’s achievable positioning precisions
using low-cost GNSS equipment on a high mobility environment. As shown in Table 4.5, this
experiment configured three rovers with different grade of  GNSS equipment in one on-
board-unit  (OBU).  Figure  4.12  shows  the  schematic  design  of  all  rovers  which  were
implemented in the OBU. In other words, the OBU platform was setup with multiple GNSS
equipment and multiple instances of GNSS processing software. Rover 1 with survey-grade
GNSS receiver and antenna was setup as the reference to measure positioning accuracy for
Rover 2 and Rover 3 which were using low-cost GNSS receivers.  Alternatively, Rover 2 was
setup with high quality antenna to study the impacts of using high-quality antenna with a
low-cost receiver. 
GNSS Receiver GNSS Antenna
Rover 1 Novatel (High-Grade) Novatel Dual Frequencies (L1-L2)
Rover 2 UBlox (Low Cost) Novatel Dual Frequencies (L1-L2)
Rover 3 UBlox (Low Cost) UBlox Single Frequency (L1)
Table 4.5: GNSS Receivers and antennas for each rover
Figure 4.12: On-Board Unit (OBU)’s hardware and software components
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Each  rover  produced  raw  observation  data  which  were  streamed  to  a  file  and  GNSS
software  positioning  tool  called  RTKRCV.  Each  rover  implemented  both  Single  Point
Positioning  (SPP)  and  Real-Time  Kinematic  (RTK)  positioning  methods.  Therefore,
observation data  from each rover  was shared between two instances  of  RTKRCV (GNSS
processing software). For example, RTKRCV #1 and RTKRCV #2 shared observation data from
Rover 1 to implement SPP and RTK solutions respectively. The sharing of observation data
stream was done via the STR2STR console application. STR2STR is a lightweight and simple
data streaming server that shares a stream of data to multiple output streams. STR2STR’s
input  stream  can  be  serial,  TCP  client,  TCP  server,  NTRIP  client  or  file.  Similarly,  the
STR2STR’s output stream can be serial, TCP client, TCP server, NTRIP server or file. As shown
in Figure 4.12, there are 4 instances of STR2STR which stream data to multiple instances of
RTKRCV and observation output files (.OBS). Each RTKRCV instance in this experiment setup
calculates real-time positioning solution and stream the data to a solution file (.POS). 
Figures 4.13 (a) shows the actual hardware setup for the On-Board Unit (OBU) during the
field testing. A Beaglebone Black (BB) unit was used as the OBU’s processing platform, one
Novatel  receiver,  one Novatel  dual-frequencies GPS antenna,  two UBlox receivers (NEO-
M8N-0-01),  one  UBlox  GPS  antenna  (ANN-MS-0-005),  one  antenna  splitter,  a  3G
modem/wireless router and two power packs to power up the BB unit and Novatel receiver.
A multiple USB ports hub was used to interface BB unit with other external hardware such
as GNSS receivers and WIFI dongle. 
Figure 4.13: GNSS receivers, antenna splitter, WIFI router and batteries (power pack) were
setup at the back of the passenger seat
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Figure 4.14: Novatel and UBlox antennas were mounted on the car’s roof
Figure 4.15:  Novatel and UBlox antennas were separated by approximately 1 meter from 
the centre of each antenna
4.2.2 Experiment 2
The main objective in this  experiment is  to  study wireless connectivity  performances of
MQTT protocol in real-time tracking of OBU’s positions via the cellular Internet connection.
The connectivity performance for MQTT was measured by calculating the latency for each
real-time  position  update  to  the  monitoring  server.  To  benchmark  the  connectivity
performance  of  MQTT  against  other  common  communication  protocols,  the  OBU  was
configured with multiple communication protocols for each position update. 
As shown in Figure 4.16, an OBU was configured with 4 types of communication protocols in
a  single  instance  of  RTKRCV  application.  Therefore,  latency  for  each  communication
protocol  can  be  calculated  for  each  transmitted  $GPRMC  sentence  to  the  OpenGTS
monitoring server. Since positioning is not the focus in this experiment, the OBU was only
equipped with low-cost GNSS solution.
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Figure 4.16: Hardware and software setup on OBU and Central Monitoring Server
4.2.3 Experiment 3
The first part of Experiment 3 is to study reliable connectivity using MQTT’s QOS Levels in
transmitting  OBU’s  real-time  position  to  the  central  monitoring  server  when  there  are
interruptions  in  the  wireless  cellular  connectivity.  The  reliable  connectivity  quality  was
measured by calculating the success rate of data sent and arrived at the monitoring server.
This experiment requires an OBU to run multiple instances of RTKRCV (GNSS processing
software) concurrently to simulate various connectivity scenarios for several communication
protocols including MQTT with different QOS levels. 
As shown in Figure 4.17, there were 6 instances of RTKRCV application running on a single
vehicle’s  OBU.  Each RTKRCV application was producing RTK positioning solutions from a
common rover’s observation data and sending real-time positions to the vehicle monitoring
server via a specific communication protocol.   
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Figure 4.17:  Software setup on OBU and OpenGTS
The second part of this experiment is to evaluate and explore MQTT broker and publish-
subscribe methodologies in establishing low-latency two-way communication between an
OBU  and  the  central  monitoring  server.  This  experiment  utilised  an  LBS-ITS  application
called  Surround  Traffic  Information  System  (STIS)  which  was  developed  as  a  proof-of-
concept  for  low-latency  two-way  communication  via  MQTT  protocol.  The  connectivity
performance  of  the  two-way  communication  was  measured  by  the  percentage  of  road
warning that was still valid when the warning message was received by the OBU. 
As shown in Figure 4.18, when an OBU’s MQTT Client application receives a road warning
message, the OBU will calculate its current distance to the incident’s location and save the
data in the external log file for analyses. The warning message is regarded as valid if the
incident’s location is within OBU’s real-time location. As shown in Figure 4.18, the real-time
Surround Traffic Information System (STIS) was enabled in the monitoring server to monitor
traffic incidents and send warning to nearby OBUs.  
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Figure 4.18: Software setup on OBU and OpenGTS
4.3 Software Tools
4.3.1 Monitoring network traffic: TCPDUMP, Wireshark
To  analyse  network  traffic  on  OBU’s  network  interface,  a  network  sniffer  tool  called
TCPDUMP was executed prior to start the experiment. TCPDUMP can dump network traffic
data on a file which can be opened and analysed by other network traffic analysing tool
such as Wireshark.    
TCPDUMP is a common packet analyser that runs under the command line. It allows the
user to display TCP/IP and other packets being transmitted or received over a network to
which the computer is attached. 
Example of TCPDUMP command: tcpdump –w dump_file.pcap –i wlan2 -vv 
Wireshark was used in this research to analyse network traffic between the vehicle’s OBU
and  the  central  monitoring  server.  Experiment  3  had  involved  multiple  communication
protocols  including TCP,  UDP,  HTTP and MQTT.  Therefore,  Wireshark  was used to filter
network  traffic  by  these  protocols  to  analyse  the  impact  of  each  protocol  towards  the
behaviour of the network traffic. As shown in Figure 4.19, network traffic on Wireshark was
filtered to MQTT’s TCP port. 
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Figure 4.19: Wireshark User Interface
4.3.2 RTKPlot
Analyses of the field test data were carried out using RTKlib’s solution analysis tool called
RTKPLOT.  RTKPLOT  is  a  very  useful  tool  to  analyse  GNSS  positioning  solutions  such  as
comparing positioning precision between 2  solutions,  plotting points on map or ground
tracking, investigating differential positioning, and many more. RTKPLOT can also help to
analyse raw observation data such as satellites tracking, cycle slips detection, and visibility
testing. 
Figure 4.20: Snapshot of RTKPlot’s output
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Chapter 5 Experiment Results and Analyses
5.1 Experiment 1: Evaluate Precise Positioning Solutions Using Low Cost 
GNSS Equipment on a High Mobility Vehicle
5.1.1 Experiment Design
The  main  objective  of  this  experiment  is  to  measure  the  OBU’s  achievable  positioning
precisions using low-cost GNSS equipment on a high mobility environment. The positioning
precision is  evaluated by benchmarking positioning solutions  acquired by low-cost GNSS
equipment against solutions acquired by high-grade GNSS equipment. As shown in Table
5.1, this experiment was setup with three rovers with different grades of GNSS equipment.
Rover 1 with the survey-grade GNSS receiver and antenna was setup as the reference to
measure positioning accuracy for  Rover 2 and Rover 3 which were using low-cost GNSS
receivers.  Rover 2 was setup with high quality antenna to study the impacts of using high-
quality antenna with a low-cost receiver.
GNSS Receiver GNSS Antenna
Rover 1 Novatel (High-Grade) Novatel Dual Frequencies (L1-L2)
Rover 2 UBlox (Low Cost) Novatel Dual Frequencies (L1-L2)
Rover 3 UBlox (Low Cost) UBlox Single Frequency (L1)
Table 5.1: GNSS Receivers and antennas for each rover
The  three  rovers  were  setup  to  run  concurrently  in  a  single  OBU  platform.  Each  rover
produced  raw  observation  data  which  were  then  written  to  an  external  log  file  and
streamed to the RTKlib’s GNSS software processing tool called RTKRCV. Table 5.2 shows the
complete list of RTKRCV that were setup for the road test.
Rovers Positioning Solutions RTKRCV
Rover 1 Single Point Positioning (SPP) RTKRCV #1
Rover 1 Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) RTKRCV #2
Rover 2 Single Point Positioning (SPP) RTKRCV #3
Rover 2 Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) RTKRCV #4
Rover 3 Single Point Positioning (SPP) RTKRCV #5
Rover 3 Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) RTKRCV #6
Table 5.2: List of RTKRCVs configured for the field test
5.1.2 Field Test Results and Precision Analyses for Low-Cost Solutions 
The route used in the field testing encompasses three major roads in Kuraby and Runcorn
suburbs which includes Beenleigh Rd, Logan Rd and Underwood Rd. The estimated distance
from the start to the end is about 12 km. The map of the route is shown in Figure 5.1. This
route mainly contains open field areas and some small areas with coverings by tree canopies
and an overhead bridge crossing. The impacts of these challenging environments on the
positioning precisions are discussed further in the experiment analyses.  
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Figure 5.1: Route used for the road test (experiment)
Error Precisions
Rover 2
(RTK)
Rover 2 (SPP) Rover 3 (RTK) Rover 3 (SPP)
(m)     
E-W (0.0 – 0.2) 22.05% 6.63% 20.62% 8.37%
E-W (0.2 – 0.5) 47.17% 26.74% 18.22% 14.13%
E-W (0.5 – 1.0) 17.57% 45.11% 41.00% 26.09%
Total 86.79% 78.48% 79.84% 48.59%
Table  5.3: Percentage  of  solution  (easting)  in  error-precision  groups  for  low-cost  rovers
based on rover 1’s RTK solution
 
 Figure 5.2: Percentage of solution for each precision group in rover’s easting component
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As shown in Table 5.3, a total of 80 % of Rover 3’s RTK solutions (easting) had achieved
positioning precision of less than 1.0 m compared to 49 % from its SPP solutions (easting).
From the total of 80% solutions that were below 1.0 m, almost half of the Rover 3’s RTK
solutions (easting) were between 0.0 - 0.5 m (decimetre) accuracy. The majority of Rover 3’s
SPP solutions were only at lower precision group (0.5 – 1.0 m) or sub-metre level accuracy. 
Error Precisions Rover 2 (RTK) Rover 2 (SPP) Rover 3 (RTK) Rover 3 (SPP)
(m)     
N-S  (0.0 – 0.2) 43.04% 10.43% 12.98% 15.22%
N-S  (0.2 – 0.5) 21.23% 34.78% 39.86% 21.20%
N-S  (0.5 – 1.0) 5.66% 31.52% 16.29% 18.70%
Total 69.93% 76.74% 69.13% 55.11%
Table 5.4: Percentage of solution (northing) in error-precision groups for low-cost rovers
based on rover 1’s RTK solution
 
Figure 5.3: Percentage of solution for each precision group in rover’s northing
Similarly  to  the  easting  results,  Table  5.4  shows that  the  total  percentage  of  solutions
(northing) that were below 1.0 m for Rover 3’s RTK solutions had exceeded its SPP solutions.
Although Rover 3’s RTK solutions (northing) did not excel in all precision groups, the RTK
solutions had significantly exceeded the SPP solutions in the high precision group (0.2 - 0.5
m). The results in both easting (E-W) and northing (N-S) demonstrate that low-cost GNSS
equipment  can  significantly  improve  positioning  precision  by  using  precise  positioning
methods such as RTK to achieve lane-level or even decimetre level of precisions.
Alternatively,  RTK  solutions  from  Rover  2  with  the  low-cost  receiver  and  high-quality
antenna had showed significant improvements in the decimetre precision group (0.0 – 0.2
m)  for  both  easting  and  northing  compared to  other  solutions  including  Rover  3’s  RTK
solutions (refer to Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3). This demonstrates that a high-grade antenna
used with a low-cost receiver can significantly increase positioning accuracy compared to
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rovers equipped with low-grade antennas.  The lane-level  precisions of  RTK solutions for
Rover 2 and Rover 3 were evident during the field testing as shown in Figure 5.4 especially
in open field areas.  
Figure 5.4: Rover 2 and Rover 3 in an open field area
Rover 2 (RTK) vs Rover 1 (RTK) Rover 2 (SPP) vs Rover 1
(RTK)
All Solutions E (m) N (m) U (m) E (m) N (m)
Average (m) 0.4498 0.1502 2.7189 -0.6535 0.629
STDEV (m) 2.6854 1.7156 8.2131 0.616 0.822
RMS (m) 2.7212 1.7212 8.6467 0.8978 1.0347
Table 5.5: Solutions comparison between Rover 2 (RTK, SPP) and Rover 1 (RTK)
As shown in Table 5.5, the standard of deviation (STDEV) for error precisions in easting and
northing for Rover 2’s RTK solutions were significantly higher than its average error. This
result suggests that Rover 2’s RTK solution may contain some spikes in the positioning errors
due to several factors such as challenging environments. As shown by the RTKPlot’s output
in Figure 5.5, there was a solution with large positioning errors which resulted in 40.0 m and
-19.0 m in easting and northing respectively.
Figure 5.5: RTKPlot’s Output: Rover 2’s Easting (E-W) and Northing (N-S) errors
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The Google map image in Figure 5.6 shows that the positions of Rover 2 was significantly
away from Rover 1 which was on the road’s lanes. Figure 5.6 also shows that the road is
slightly covered by large tree canopies which might have obstructed the line-of-sight (LOS).
Consistently, the RTKPlot’s output in Figure 5.5 shows that the number of valid satellites
dropped to below 4.   
Figure 5.6: Rover 2’s location on map with huge errors in E-W and N-S precisions
Rover 3 (RTK) vs Rover 1 (RTK) Rover 3 (SPP) vs Rover
1 (RTK)
All Solutions E (m) N (m) U (m) E (m) N (m)
Average (m) 0.2834 0.2461 1.7843 -0.7595 0.6731
STD (m) 1.4253 1.1599 5.9564 1.0161 1.196
RMS (m) 1.4524 1.1850 6.2146 1.2681 1.3718
Table 5.6: Comparison between Rover 3 (RTK, SPP) and Rover 1 (RTK)
Figure 5.7: Rover 3’s Easting (E-W) and Northing (N-S) errors
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Like  Rover  2  (RTK),  Table  5.6  shows  that  the  standard  of  deviation  (STDEV)  for  error
precisions in easting and northing for Rover 3’s RTK solutions were relatively higher than its
average  error.  This  result  also suggests  that  Rover  3’s  RTK solutions  may contain  some
spikes in the positioning errors due tree canopies as shown in Figure 5.7. The RTKPlot’s
output in Figure 5.8 shows that the number of valid satellites dropped to 4 due to blocked
LOS, hence affecting the positioning accuracy. Consequently, there were solutions with large
positioning errors of  8.0 m and 5.0 m in easting and northing,  respectively.  Since these
positioning errors were not relatively high compared to Rover 2’s RTK solutions, Rover 3 was
only slightly positioned to the left lane of the road compared to Rover 1’s position (Figure
5.8). 
Figure 5.8: Rover 3’s location with errors in E-W and N-S
5.1.3 Experiment Findings
In  this  experiment,  three  rovers  with  different  grades  of  GNSS  equipment  and  precise
positioning methods were used in a field trial in high mobility environments to determine
the achievable positioning precision for OBU with low-cost GNSS equipment implementing a
precise positioning solution. The RTK solutions from Rover 1 with dual-frequency Novatel
receiver and antenna were used as the precision benchmark for solutions from Rover 2 and
Rover 3.   Rover  3 equipped with the low-cost  UBlox receiver and antenna managed to
achieve at  least  70% of  solutions with lane-level  and decimetre positioning precision as
required by C-ITS applications by implementing the RTK precise positioning method. This
result is not currently achievable by low-cost GNSS equipment installed in domestic road
vehicles with SPP positioning method. 
In comparison to RTK solutions from Rover 3, Rover 2 equipped with the UBlox receiver and
dual-frequency  Novatel  antenna  had  managed  to  achieve  a  higher  percentage  of  RTK
solutions with lane level precision (below 1.0 m) and decimetre precision (0.0 – 0.2 m). This
result demonstrates that high-grade antenna used with a low-cost receiver can significantly
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increase position accuracy compared to rovers having low-grade antenna. However, under
challenging environments such as large tree canopies that could cover some parts of the
road’s lanes, Rover 2 with high-grade antenna seems to have lost a significant number of
valid satellites which caused large errors in its RTK solutions. This is in part due to high-grade
antennas  such  as  dual-frequency  Novatel  choke-ring  antenna  being  highly  sensitive  to
multipath errors compared to the low-grade antenna.   
5.2 Experiment  2:  Evaluate  MQTT’s  Connectivity  Performances  in  Real-
Time Positions Tracking via Wireless Cellular Internet Connectivity
5.2.1 Experiment Design
The main objective in this  experiment is  to  study wireless connectivity  performances of
MQTT protocol in real-time tracking of OBU’s positions via the cellular Internet connection
in  two  different  traffic  environments;  rural  and  motorway  routes.  The  connectivity
performance for MQTT was measured by calculating the latency for each real-time position
update to the monitoring server. 
5.2.2 Field-Test Results and Connectivity Performance Analyses
There were two routes setup for this experiment;  rural  and motorway routes.  The rural
route is the same route used in Experiment 1, refer to Figure 5.9.  The estimated distance
from the start to the end is about 12 km and the speed limit in residential areas ranges
between 40 and 60 km per hour.      
   
Figure 5.9: Route used for the road test (rural route)
While, the motorway route shown in Figure 5.10 encompasses a 25 km stretch of Gateway
Motorway. Gateway is one of the major motorways in Brisbane CBD with 3 lanes on each
opposite direction and speed limits are between 80 and 100 km per hour. 
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Figure 5.10: Route used for the road test (motorway route)
The first part of the experiment analyses examined each protocol’s performance within each
route.
# of Samples Rate of updates
(%)
Average Latency
 (ms)
Std of Dev 
(ms)
Protocols Rural
Route
Mwy
Route
Rural
Route
Mwy
Route
Rural Route Mwy Route Rural
Route
MQTT 718 971 99.7 99.9 479.96 315.0135 718.66
HTTP 712 972 98.9 100 944.49 657.0987 1396.33
TCP 715 970 99.3 99.8 777.82 515.1211 991.17
UDP 734 981 101.9 100.9 356.69 204.6081 556.88
Table 5.8: Experiment results for both routes (motorway and rural)
Table  5.8  shows  results  of  average  latency  and  standard  of  deviation  for  each
communication protocol  measured during positions tracking on the motorway and rural
routes. The number of positions that were sent from OBU to the monitoring server was 720
for the rural route and 972 for the motorway route. Almost 99% of the OBU’s locations were
received by the monitoring server for both routes across all protocols except for UDP which
exceeded the original number of locations. These results suggest that there were duplicated
data sent to the monitoring server via UDP based communication. As shown in Table 5.8,
MQTT posted a lower average latency compared to both TCP and HTTP by 60 % and 100%
respectively, but fall behind UDP by 35%. Figure 5.11 shows a histogram graph of average
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latencies and standard deviations for all communication protocols from the field testing on
the motorway route. The graph shows that the lowest average latency was measured via
UDP protocol with 204 milliseconds (ms), followed by MQTT, TCP and HTTP protocols with
315 ms, 515 ms and 675 ms respectively. Although average latencies for all protocols were
below one second, the standard deviation value for each protocol shown by the red line in
Figure 5.11 was mostly twice the size of the corresponding average latency. These results
suggest that there were some spikes in latencies which have caused the distribution of the
latencies to be almost double the size of the average value.      
   
 
Figure 5.11: Average and standard deviation latency for all protocols on motorway
Figure  5.12  shows a  snapshot  of  latencies  measured for  each  protocol  during  the  field
testing on the Gateway motorway where there were several spikes in latencies for some of
the protocols such as HTTP (blue bar) and TCP (green bar).   
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Figure 5.12: Snapshot of latencies during positioning updates on Gateway Motorway
Like the latency results from the motorway route, Table 5.8 shows a similar pattern in the
rural route where MQTT posted a lower average latency compared to both TCP and HTTP by
62 % and 97% respectively, but fall behind UDP by 25%. The graph in Figure 5.13 shows that
the lowest average latency was measured via UDP protocol with 357 ms, followed by MQTT,
TCP and HTTP protocols with 480 ms, 778 ms and 944 ms respectively. Like the results in the
motorway field testing, the average latencies for all protocols are below one second. But,
unlike the standard deviation values in the motorway field testing, the standard deviation
value for  each protocol  shown by the red line  in  Figure  5.13 has  smaller  gap  with the
corresponding average latency. 
     
 
Figure 5.13: Average and standard deviation latency for all protocols on rural route
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As shown by the 3D bar graph in Figure 5.14, although there were some spikes in latencies
for some protocols such as HTTP (blue bar) and TCP (green bar), the frequency of the spikes
was less compared to motorway test results. 
Figure 5.14: Snapshot of latencies during positioning updates on rural route
The second part of  the experiment analyses examined each protocol’s performance across
the two routes.  Table 5.9 shows comparison in average latency for each protocol during
positions tracking on both motorway and rural routes. 
Protocols
Motorway
(ms)
Rural
(ms)
Diff 
(ms) Diff (%)
MQTT 315.0 480.0 165.0 34.375
HTTP 657.1 944.5 287.4 30.4288
TCP 515.1 777.8 262.7 33.77475
UDP 204.6 356.7 152.1 42.64087
Table 5.9: Average latency comparison analyses between motorway and rural routes
Figure 5.15 shows a comparison graph of the average latency between motorway and rural
route  for  each corresponding  protocol  where the average  latencies  on  motorway route
were 30% - 40% lower than the rural route for all protocols.        
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Figure 5.15: Average latency comparison between Motorway and Rural 
Figure  5.16  shows that  the UDP protocol  had  the highest  percentage  difference  of  the
average  latency  when  comparing  between  motorway  and  rural  routes  and  the  rest  of
protocols including MQTT protocol were within the same range of 30%.      
 
Figure 5.16: Percentage difference in average latency between Motorway and Rural
5.2.3 Experiment Findings
From field test results on the motorway route, tracking a high mobility vehicle’s positions
from a central  monitoring server via  MQTT posted a significantly lower average latency
compared to both TCP and HTTP by 60 % and 100%, respectively, but fell behind UDP by
35%.  The same pattern shown in the rural test where  MQTT posted a significantly lower
average latency compared to both TCP and HTTP by 62 % and 97%, respectively, and still fell
behind UDP by 25%. These results are consistent with UDP’s connectionless transmission
protocol and its minimum protocol mechanism such as no handshaking dialogues and no
data delivery optimisations. By avoiding most of the overhead processing on the network,
real-time positions can stream much faster via UDP protocol as observed from the latency
results on both motorway and rural routes. However, UDP is exposed to unreliable network
connections, unable to guarantee delivery of data and unable to check on duplication or
ordering of the data. 
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Therefore, tracking real-time positions via UDP may boost the latency performance, but due
to the lack of data flow control such as data duplication check and network handshaking,
tracking large number of vehicles via UDP may result in network congestion and high data
volume or network throughput. Table 5.8 shows that UDP based communication had more
than 100.0 % positions sent to the monitoring server which may be the result of duplication.
In comparison between the two field test environments, Figure 5.16 shows that UDP made
the  highest  jump  on  the  average  latency  when  positions  tracking  was  switched  from
motorway to the rural route. Although wireless cellular strength was not recorded as part of
the experiment data, cellular signal is generally known to be stronger on major motorway or
roads compared to the residential areas due to few possible reasons such as more cellular
base stations are built closed to the motorways areas and motorways are open areas with
less  obstructing  structures.  The  comparison  analyses  show  that  the  cellular  network
strength  impacts  on  latency  in  real-time  positions  tracking  and  using  a  UDP  based
communication protocol  may result  in high percentage of  inconsistency in the real-time
update latencies.     
                      
To conclude, this experiment provides vertical and horizontal analyses on the performance
of  real-time  vehicles  positions  tracking  in  a  distributed  communication  network  under
different  communication  protocols  and  networking  environments.  However,  this
experiment was only focusing on best-effort  delivery which the network communication
does not provide any guarantee that data is delivered or that a user is given a guaranteed
quality of service level or a certain priority. Therefore, established communication via a data
-oriented protocol such as UDP yielded lower latencies than connection oriented protocols
such as MQTT because UDP communication protocol is only focusing on sending the data by
disregarding the QoS in the network communication. QoS is a mechanism to provide some
controls in the network communication to maintain a certain level of performance to a data
flow. For example, a required bit rate, delay, jitter, packet dropping and bit error rate may
be  guaranteed.  QoS  guarantees  are  important  if  the  network  capacity  is  insufficient,
especially  in real-time streaming applications  such as  voice over IP  (VoIP)  and real-time
safety  applications  such  as  road  safety  applications.  Therefore,  future  research  on
distributed positions tracking should study on alternative communication protocols that are
not only design to reduce latency, but also support QoS in the network communication.
There are many benefits in using QoS in network communication such as to ensure that
time-sensitive and mission-critical  applications  have the resources they require,  improve
user experience and reduce costs by using existing resources efficiently.       
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5.3 Experiment  3:  Evaluate  MQTT’s  Wireless  Connectivity  Performances
Towards Reliable and Two-Way Connectivity in Real-Time Positions Tracking
via Wireless Cellular Internet.
5.3.1 Experiment Design 
The third and final  experiment is  designed to evaluate and explore MQTT by extending
OBU’s communication protocols to support QoS and two-way communication between OBU
and the vehicle monitoring server. 
The first part of Experiment 3 was to study MQTT QoS’s reliability feature in transmitting
OBU’s real-time position to the central monitoring server when there are interruptions in
the wireless cellular connectivity. This experiment simulated an interruption in the wireless
cellular Internet connectivity by manually turning off the mobile data while OBU was still
transmitting its  real-time location.  The quality  of  MQTT’s  reliable connectivity  feature is
measured by calculating the success rate of data sent and arrived at the monitoring server
during the field testing which included several simulated interruptions in the connectivity.
Like  the  previous  experiments,  this  experiment  analysed  results  using  several  common
protocols such as TCP, UDP and HTTP protocols. In attempts to recover lost data at the
protocol level,  this  experiment utilised MQTT’s QoS levels.  MQTT offers 3 types of data
reliability  if  the  connection  is  lost;  Persistence,  Retained  Messages,  and  last  will  and
Testament (LWT).  This experiment is only focusing on MQTT QoS’s Persistence feature. 
The second part of this experiment is to evaluate and explore MQTT’s message broker and
publish-subscribe  methodologies  in  establishing  low-latency  two-way  communication
between an OBU and the central monitoring server at the protocol level. This experiment
utilised an LBS-ITS application called Surround Traffic Information System (STIS) which was
developed  as  a  proof-of-concept  for  low-latency  two-way  communication  via  MQTT
protocol. The connectivity performance of the two-way communication is measured by the
percentage of road warning that is still valid when the warning message was received by the
OBU. A warning message is regarded as valid if the OBU’s real-time location is within the
road incident’s proximity distance. 
5.3.2 Results and Analyses    
Figure  5.17 shows the experiment route with markers indicating the simulated network
interruptions. As shown in Figure 5.17, each simulated interruption was executed at random
places and durations. 
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Figure 5.17: Field test route with the Internet outage indicator. 
 
Figure 5.18:  Percentage of positions that successfully arrived at the monitoring server 
The bar graph in Figure 5.18 shows that all OBU’s positions sent via MQTT with QoS 1 and 2
had  successfully  arrived  that  the  monitoring  server  despite  several  disruptions  in  the
wireless connectivity. As shown in Figure 5.19 (e) and Figure 5.19 (f), all  OBU’s positions
were successfully updated to the central monitoring server via MQTT QoS 1 and QoS 2. By
utilising MQTT bridge protocol, all MQTT messages with QoS 1 and QoS 2 were queued in
the OBU’s local message broker during the interrupted period. The queued messages were
re-sent to the central message broker when the wireless cellular Internet connection was re-
established. 
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(a): UDP socket (b): MQTT – QOS 0
(c): TCP Socket (d): HTTP 
(e): MQTT – QOS 1 (f): MQTT – QOS 2
Figure 5.19: Tracking results in OpenGTS via all protocols 
From Figure 5.20, data in Sample #1 (red dashed rectangle) refers to OBU’s positions that
were queued for messages with QoS1 and QoS2 in the local message broker during the
connection disruptions. All queued messages were resent to the Central Monitoring Server
when the wireless connectivity was re-established. As shown in Figure 5.20, the latencies for
positions in Sample #1 were ranged between 1 and 2 minute compared to average latencies
for other protocols which ranges between 1 and 2 seconds. The extremely large latencies
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for Sample #1 were results of updating non-real-time positions to the Central Monitoring
Server.
Figure 5.20: Snapshot of remote tracking positions with latencies via all protocols
Another important observation from Figure 5.20 is the initial latencies in Sample #2 (blue
dashed rectangle) and Sample #4 (blue dashed rectangle) were considerably high despite
the Internet connection had already established at that time. This specific scenario seems to
be related to the retransmission of packet from the client to the server. As shown in the
Wireshark’s output from Figure 5.21 below, after a series of failed retransmission message
operations due to the lost in the Internet connection, the MQTT client with QoS 1 and 2 will
retransmit all queued messages once the Internet connection is re-established. The process
of resubmitting all queued messages may have introduced a temporary latency in QoS 1 and
2 until all queued messages are cleared.  
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Figure 5.21: Snapshot of MQTT (QoS 1) network traffic data
As shown by the bar graph in Figure 5.18, other protocols like UDP, TCP and HTTP had lost
25%, 50% and 95% of their tracking locations due to the intermittent disconnects of the
wireless cellular Internet connection. The tracking results in Figure 5.18 show that HTTP
based communication had suffered the highest percentage loss of the tracking positions.
Figure 5.22 shows that the real-time positions tracking via HTTP protocol had stopped at the
first occurrence of the Internet outages and the remote tracking did not resume when the
Internet connection was re-established. Investigation on the network traffic data for HTTP
as shown in Figure 5.22 shows that TCP transactions within the blue rectangle shows a valid
sequence of closing or finalising TCP connection between the client (172.20.10.4) and server
(144.6.227.85).  Thereafter,  a  new  TCP  connection  was  made  to  send  another  GPRMC
message to the HTTP web server. However, the last TCP connection was never properly
closed due to the interruption in the Internet connection. As shown in the TCP transactions
within  the  red  rectangle  in  Figure  5.22,  the  server  (144.6.227.85)  never  received  the
acknowledgement ([ACK]) which was sent from the client, hence there was retransmission
message from the client and finally the server had to abandon the connection. The server
machine  had  appeared  to  be  offline  from  the  client  machine  even  after  the  Internet
connection had been reinstated. This result shows that an outage in the Internet connection
can prematurely end an HTTP connection which can only be fixed by restarting the client
application.  The result  by HTTP connection may also be contributed by  executing CURL
command  (HTTP  query  tool)  from  OBU  which  probably  unable  to  support  network
interruption during an execution of a HTTP query.  
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Figure 5.22: Snapshot of HTTP network traffic data 
Fortunately, the TCP socket based connection could resume communication between the
client and monitoring server after a connection was lost. Figure 5.23 shows that the server
had abandoned the connection when it  sent [RST, ACK] message to the client (rows are
highlighted  in  red).  However,  the  client  (172.20.10.4)  had  managed  to  re-establish
connection with the server thereafter. As shown in the snapshot of the TCP network traffic
in  Figure  5.23,  the  server  had  abandoned  the  connection  more  than  once  due  to  the
multiple disruptions in the wireless cellular Internet connectivity.  
Figure 5.23: Snapshot of TCP network traffic data. 
Although, a TCP socket based communication as the one used by the vehicle monitoring
server  can  re-establish  a  lost  communication  with  the  client,  the  reconnection  process
between the client and server takes a longer time compared to UDP due to the 3 ways
handshake procedure. This was evident as shown in the Figure 5.24 where the TCP socket
based  communication  posted  some  spikes  in  the  positions  tracking  latency  after  the
Internet connection was re-established. Due to the spikes in latencies, the percentage losses
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of tracking positions via the TCP socket based communication was higher than the UDP
socket based communication as shown by the bar graph in Figure 5.18. 
Figure 5.24: Snapshot of remote tracking positions with latencies via TCP, UDP and MQTT
(QoS 0)
5.3.3 Low-Latency Two-Way Communication Experiment Result and Analyses
A  field  test  was  setup  to  evaluate  the  traffic  information  system  specifically  on  the
connectivity  performance  of  the  two-way  communication  between  an  OBU  and  the
monitoring  server.  The  connectivity  performance  of  the  two-way  communication  is
measured by the percentage of road warning that is still valid when the warning message
was received by the OBU. The residential route in experiment 2 was being re-used for this
field test (refer to Figure 5.9). Figure 5.25 shows locations for all traffic incidents which were
added for  the field  test.  The field test  route  is  marked with the red line and all  traffic
incident occurrences are in yellow bold text.  
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Figure 5.25: All traffic incidents are marked with a star symbol (credit to Google Map) 
The proximity for each road incident was manually set to 1000 m and OBU’s location update
frequency was set to 1Hz. The central monitoring server will notify the OBU of any road
incident that is within the valid proximity in each OBU’s position update. In other words, a
traffic warning notification to the OBU is only triggered by a real-time location update by the
OBU. 
Table  5.10 shows a snapshot  of  the experiment data  which were captured by the OBU
during the field test. As shown in Table 5.10, OBU recorded each received message on a
traffic  incident  from  the  Central  Monitoring  Server  (CMS)  along  with  OBU’s  real-time
position and distance to the incident. A traffic incident message from the monitoring server
only contains the incident’s details and location. All notified traffic incidents and OBU’s real-
time distances are visualised in a column graph as shown in Figure 5.26.          
Data Received from the monitoring server OBU’s Real-Time Position
Incident Details - Type Location 
Latitude Lon Latitude Lon
Road Works - Delays Expected -27.60 153.103 -27.609 153.094
Multi-Vehicle Crash - Delays Expected -27.61 153.092 -27.609 153.094
Road Works - Delays Expected -27.607 153.103 -27.609 153.094
Road Works - Delays Expected -27.607 153.103 -27.6097 153.094
Multi-Vehicle Crash - Delays Expected -27.61 153.091 -27.6097 153.094
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Road Works - Delays Expected -27.607 153.103 -27.6097 153.094
Multi-Vehicle Crash - Delays Expected -27.61 153.091 -27.6097 153.094
Table 5.10: Sample of experiment results on real-time traffic notifications
Figure 5.26: Vehicle’s distances and notified traffic incidents
The graph in Figure 5.26 shows that all traffic incidents sent to the OBU were within valid
proximities  of  OBU’s  real-time  locations.  In  other  words,  the  percentage  of  warning
messages that were still valid when they arrived at OBU was 100%. The blue horizontal-line
which spans across the column graph in Figure 5.26,  marks the maximum proximity for
detecting any traffic incident. Each traffic incident in Figure 5.26 is grouped by the colour
coded incident type. These results prove that two-way communication in wireless cellular
connectivity via MQTT is responsive and within acceptable latency for critical applications
such as traffic warning system. 
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Figure 5.27 shows two images of OBU’s positions tracking result. Figure 5.27 (a) shows all
OBU’s positions which were sent to the Central Monitoring Server and Figure 5.27 (b) shows
all OBU’s positions which had valid proximity to any of the reported traffic incident.    
(a) (b)
Figure 5.27: (a): Vehicle’s complete travelling locations, (b): Vehicle’s locations which have 
close proximity with real-time traffic incidents (traffic incident is marked with blue circle) 
Figure 5.28 clearly shows OBU sent positions to the server via MQTT protocol and received 
road traffic messages from the server via MQTT protocol too.    
Figure 5.28: Snapshot of network traffic data on OBU when traffic warning feeds enabled
5.3.4 Research Findings
In the QoS experiment, the results analyses demonstrate that no position was dropped or
missing  by  tracking  the  OBU  via  MQTT  with  QoS  level  1  and  level  2  despite  several
disruptions in the wireless cellular Internet connectivity. Whilst other protocols like HTTP,
UDP  and  TCP  had  lost  25%,  50%  and  95%  of  their  locations  respectively  during  the
connection down period. The combination of MQTT bridge protocol and MQTT's persistence
had allowed vehicle’s OBU to reliably transmit all real-time positions despite the multiple
events of lost Internet connection. As shown in the network traffic data in Figure 5.21, all
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unsent messages were re-sent by OBU’s message-broker to the central message broker in
one big chunk once the Internet connection was re-established.
Recovering lost vehicle positions in the event of connection lost during positions tracking is
known to be useful  for tracking lost vehicle,  tracking commercial  fleets,  and reduce the
Internet data usage whilst still recording real-time positions. However, as shown in Figure
5.20,  protocols  with MQTT-QoS-persistence seems to suffer  higher  latency compared to
other protocols such as UDP and MQTT with QOS 0.  High latency in real-time positions
tracking is not suitable for critical real-time systems such as road safety system.
In the two-way communication experiment utilising a message critical application for road
users called Surround Traffic Information System (STIS), MQTT could response to the high
mobility vehicle on any traffic incident within an acceptable latency. All warning messages
that were sent to OBU during the experiment were not outdated at the time of OBU was
receiving them. The column graph in Figure 5.26 shows that all  distances calculated on-
board were within the proximity for each traffic incident.         
To conclude, both QoS and two-way communication experiments had successfully proved
that  MQTT's  two-way  communication  between  OBU  and  central  monitoring  server  via
wireless cellular connectivity is both reliable and responsive with low-latency. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Works
6.1 Thesis Conclusions 
Critical C-ITS applications such as lane changing warning systems and collision avoidance
systems, to large degree, rely on the ability to provide precise vehicle location, and reliable
and low-latency two-way communication via wireless connectivity. 
Lane-level (0.5 – 1.0 m) or even decimetre (0.1 – 0.3 m) positioning accuracy is currently
achievable using expensive equipment such as survey-grade GNSS receivers and on-board
sensors. However, the expensive hardware, software and operational cost prohibits its use
in most domestic road vehicles. Road vehicles for domestic usage are mostly equipped with
low-cost GNSS equipment with single point positioning (SPP) method achieving accuracy of
5 to 10 m. This positioning accuracy is considerably low and not suitable for C-ITS critical
applications but perfectly suitable for road navigational purposes. Therefore, the first part of
this  research  study  was  to  evaluate  achievable  positioning  precisions  by  low-cost  GNSS
equipment  by  implementing  RTK  precise  positioning  method.  To  achieve  this  goal,  RTK
solutions acquired by both low-cost and high-grade GNSS equipment were benchmarked
and analysed.  
On the other hand, C-ITS requires two-way wireless connectivity to maintain communication
within its distributed objects such as an On-Board-Unit (OBU),  Road-Side-Unit (RSU) and
central server. The requirements for such communication link varies depend on the C-ITS
applications.  For instance,  road safety  related applications  require  low latency and high
reliability communication links, while GNSS correction services accept a much lower-level of
connectivity performances. Although the wireless connectivity in C-ITS may be enhanced by
the Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) in the near future, the communication
connectivity  still  depends  predominately  on  the  cellular  networks.  Compared  to  other
available wireless technologies, a cellular network has advantages in accessibility, stability,
reliability and cost-efficiency. However, cellular networks suffer various known connectivity
issues such as network disruptions, out-of-coverage areas and signal blockages. In addition
to  the  network  related  issues,  the  performance  of  wireless  cellular  connectivity  is  also
heavily impacted by the communication protocols used in different distributed applications
or services. Therefore, the second part of this research was to evaluate the use of MQTT, a
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication protocol,  for establishing a reliable and low-
latency  two-way  communication  protocol  in  wireless  connectivity  for  critical  ITS
applications.
A prototype of real-time vehicle monitoring platform was developed to facilitate several
experiments that were designed to evaluate low-cost GNSS equipment for high precision
positioning  solutions  and  to  evaluate  MQTT  for  reliable  and  low-latency  two-way
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communication via wireless cellular connectivity. The vehicle monitoring platform consists
of an OBU and a central monitoring server. The OBU computes and sends spatial positions
to the central monitoring server in real-time via Internet communication protocols and the
monitoring server allows accessibility for remotely tracking the OBU. The vehicle monitoring
server  was  developed  using  an  open-source  fleet  tracking  system called  OpenGTS  with
newly developed features such as latency calculation, MQTT supported protocol and a real-
time  traffic  warning  dispatcher  application  called  Surround  Traffic  Information  System
(STIS).  The implementation of the OBU involved a mobile computing hardware platform,
low-cost/survey-grade  GNSS  equipment,  modifications  to  RTKLib  software  to  support
connectivity with OpenGTS, and development of MQTT client applications.
The  positioning  experiment  had  shown that  the  low-cost  rover  with  a  single-frequency
UBlox receiver and antenna, and RTK precise positioning method had managed to achieve at
least 70% of the positioning solutions with mix of lane-level (0.5 – 1.0 m) and decimetre (0.1
– 0.3 m) level of accuracy relative to the RTK solutions acquired by the high-grade rover.
Furthermore, a low-cost rover with high quality antenna had shown much larger percentage
of  decimetre  accuracy  compared  to  the  low-cost  rover  with  single-frequency  antenna.
However, accuracy for the low-cost rover with high-quality antenna was heavily impacted by
challenging environments such as tree canopies and over-head bridges compared to the
low-cost rover with single-frequency antenna. These accuracy results demonstrate that low-
cost single-frequency receiver and antenna can fulfil  the precision requirements by C-ITS
applications especially in an open field area, but the low-cost solutions were struggling with
challenging environments. 
The connectivity experiments  have shown that MQTT had significantly outperformed the
TCP socket based communication and HTTP web server in achieving lower latency in remote
tracking  vehicle's  positions  from the  monitoring  server.  Although  the  UDP-socket-based
communication had outperformed all other communication protocols including MQTT in the
average  latency,  analyses  show  that  the  UDP-based  communication  suffered  data
duplication and high percentage difference in latencies due to significant changes in the
connectivity such as drops in the cellular signal  strength.  Furthermore, MQTT’s QoS and
publish-subscribe methods were demonstrated to be reliable in recovering lost data due to
disruptions in wireless connectivity and maintaining low latency two-way communication
via wireless connectivity respectively.    
6.2 Future Works
With regards to the low positioning accuracies in challenging environments, possible future
work in improving positioning precision for low-cost GNSS equipment could include using an
Inertial Module Unit (IMU) to mitigate the positioning errors when the LOS is blocked by
tree canopies,  tall  buildings,  overhead bridges or  tunnels.  Moving forward with MQTT’s
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stellar performance in wireless connectivity,  the  usage of MQTT protocol can be further
extended in the underlying implementation of NTRIP casters to improve latency and ensure
data reliability in receiving GNSS data corrections via wireless connectivity.
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